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INTRODUCTION 
 
The concept of insurance is completely natural and ages back to the beginning of humanity 
itself. The applications of it can be traced back to ancient Babylonia. In 18th century BC, the 
Code of Hammurabi contained the first record of insurance (Beattie, 2018). As stated in the 
record, it provided a debtor legal freedom from loan repayments in case of extreme 
situations. Therefore, they were used when merchants wanted to provide guarantee against 
lost or harmed commodities and to do it, they paid lenders an additional sum of money 
(Bertelsen, 2017). 
 
Surely, with the society progress, insurance adapted. Nowadays it is shaped in many 
different ways, enabling people to insure almost anything. However, for the purposes of this 
thesis, I will focus on the automobile insurance. The development of automobile insurance 
industry was very logically based – as more people drove cars, more and more accidents 
occurred, followed by legal disputes. As a consequence, in 1925, in the US, the first 
financial responsibility law was adopted (Fischer, 2016). 
 
As the name tells us, the purpose was making sure the car owners could pay for the damage 
they could cause to others in an accident. The easiest way to assure that was by purchasing 
liability automobile insurance. Throughout the next hundred years, many variations of 
automobile insurance have developed, and many companies offering those services were 
established. From the simplest concept, practiced in ancient Babylonia, we have brought the 
insurance industry so far that the process of selecting the right car insurer is very time 
consuming and complicated. 
 
The minimum of what needs to be done is to understand what coverages and amenities you 
are looking for, check the company’s reputation and financial standing and compare the 
insurance quotes among different companies (Dumm & Hoyt, 2002). It is not very fast and 
not very fun, but living without it is no longer possible. Yet, the world is changing, new 
generations bring new habits and new ways of thinking. This is why we are interested in 
how the generation of Millennials will reshape the insurance industry. 
 
Millennials, also known as the generation Y, were born between 1980 and early 2000s. They 
are more numerous, more technologically savvy, more affluent, more ethnically diverse and 
better educated than any previous generation (Loretto, 2017). How about their personality 
characteristics? According to Deal, Altman, and Rogelberg (2010), they tend to be 
individualistic, but still work well in a team environment.  In accordance with their ethnic 
diversity, they also tend to celebrate diversity in general and write their own rules. 
 
The environment is containing so much information since they were born that their brain has 
adapted to that. Consequently, they are very selective when it comes to going deeper, being 
patient and thoroughly getting to know something. They are expecting to get all the 
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information needed to make a certain decision in a sentence or two, unless they are 
genuinely interested in the topic (Cebulsky, Gunther, Heidkamp, & Brinkman, 2018).  
 
Since it is highly unlikely that most of them would be very interested in insurance and the 
decision regarding it requires more research than they are willing to conduct, this is an 
upcoming red flag. The generation of millennials is growing up, they are becoming the main 
decision makers and purchase power holders and hence a product-market fit with them will 
be determining the success of many companies.  
 
The goal of this master’s thesis is to determine the life style factors of millennials, who 
already purchase their own insurance and those, who still rely on their parents for this 
matter. Additionally, the goal is to determine through which channels they research and 
purchase insurance and how could an insurance company persuade them to purchase 
insurance online.  Lastly, the goal is to discover the perception of automobile insurance of 
millennials’ generation. In the theoretical part the goal is to study the researches already 
made in this area, in general and regarding millennials. In the empirical part of this thesis, I 
will research this generation further in terms of their usage of cars, the attitude towards them 
and towards the car’s insurance, how they currently deal with these processes and correlate 
it with their life style factors. Specifically, I will focus on collecting and analysing the 
information to reach the above described goals. I will join the results of both of those 
methods and gain useful results for insurance companies in practice.  
 
The purpose of the thesis is examining how insurance industry will have to adapt as a 
consequence of the generational differences between the current holders of purchasing 
power and the upcoming generation of millennials in order of achieving great business 
performance.  
 
The content of this thesis is divided into three parts, the first being theoretical, second 
empirical and the third representing my research. In the first part I have introduced insurance 
as a service, automobile insurance and various types of it. Insurance is a specific service to 
sell, so I have focused on different channels of selling the insurance and their advantages 
and disadvantages. There are certain technological breakthroughs arising right now, which 
will affect the insurance industry significantly, and I have concluded the insurance part by 
describing them.  
 
In the second part of the theory overview, I have introduced the millennial generation, also 
known as the generation Y. After a general description of this generation’s characteristics, I 
have focused on their attitude towards automobiles, their autonomy, and paths to accessing 
information, to provide an understanding of their views on responsibility and ways of 
handling new, unknown obligations.   
 
The second part is empirical and begins with the research methodology. Further on, the 
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questionnaire is described by content and structure. In order to better understand the results, 
I have presented the profile of respondents to this questionnaire. Finally, I have presented 
the research limitations.  
 
The third and final part is about the results analysis and interpretation. Results analysis is 
sensibly content-wise divided into three parts. First part interprets results correlated to 
autonomy topics, second part interprets insurance purchase process related results and the 
last set of interpreted results is regarding the respondents’ driving habits. In the end, I have 
tested the hypotheses using Anova test and T-test.  
 
1. LITERATURE OVERVIEW 
 
1.1 Automobile insurance 
 
Insurance has become a very important financial economical industry and insurance itself is 
an important service, without which we can barely imagine modern life, as we know it. 
Boncelj (1983, page 13) defines insurance as “creating economical safety by spreading 
economical threat”. We can also define insurance as ensuring financial safety upon 
unwanted events that can occur to us. Purchasing insurance and paying the premium enables 
us to recover the consequences of those unwanted events (Kačar, 2010). 
 
Insurance is not a classical service; it is a concept of spreading the risk, protecting the 
policyholder against uncertain losses. It is a transfer of risk of loss between two subjects in 
exchange for an adequate payment. There are always at least two entities in any insurance 
contract, insurer and the policyholder. Insurer is the entity, which offers the service of 
insurance, usually known as the insurance company, while policyholder is the buyer of 
insurance. In addition to the core proposition of insurance, the service also includes 
counselling regarding the kind of insurance, damage assessments, damage pay-out and many 
more supporting activities (Panza, 2010). 
 
Insurance is conducted by an insurance contract/policy. The policy defines the damage 
cases, amounts and conditions under which the insurance policy holder is insured. When 
purchasing insurance, a premium needs to be paid. This purchase is of specific nature – 
while buying it, we wish deeply that we never need it. Furthermore, the customer is the 
happiest if even though the premium was paid, the company never delivers their promise, 
because it means no serious damage occurred at all. In fact, most insurance services are 
never really used. 
 
A very important role is played by insurance in the modern economy and quickly developing 
society. The key functions of it are prevention and liquidation of damages, financial function 
and social function. When preventing damage, insurance has an important function, because 
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the preventive activities such as raising awareness, education, and promotion of protective 
measures tend to decrease the probability of damage occurrence. Damage liquidation 
enables hedging before events that cannot be prevented. The financial function of insurance 
is in financing economical and social development. Social function of insurance is applied to 
the individual, since damage events can have substantial material consequences and grave 
influence on lifestyle, if the individual is not insured. There are many different kinds of 
insurance, but in this thesis I will be focusing on the motor vehicle insurance, namely 
automobile insurance. 
 
Legislation on automobile insurance 
 
When registering a car in any EU country, there are laws obliging everyone to have the most 
basic kind of insurance, in order to make sure everyone is safe - being able to get their 
damage covered if an accident ought to occur. This insurance covers damage caused to 
property or injury to anyone other than the driver. Other costs, like cost of repairs to your 
own vehicle, are not covered by this insurance. This kind of insurance is called insurance for 
third party liability. Furthermore, when bought in any EU country, it is immediately also 
valid in any other EU country.  
 
There is also an additional insurance, which is optional and called first party liability. First 
party liability extends your cover to your own vehicle damage, driver’s injuries, vandalism, 
theft and similar.  In contrast to third party liability insurance, there are no EU wide rules on 
first party/additional car insurance; it depends on each member country. In Slovenia, 
according to the Law regarding obligatory insurance in traffic, the lowest insured amount for 
third party liability is 5.000.000 EUR, while the minimum for material damage is 1.000.000 
EUR. The law with these amounts came into force in 2012 (ZOZP 2007, 37th article). 
 
1.1.1 Insurance industry’s need for transformation 
 
Many industries, from entertainment to cosmetics, have been partly reshaped by the 
members of this generation in the past years. They have adjusted their marketing 
approaches, established strong online brands and pursued millennials’ loyalty. Now, the 
oldest millennials are over thirty and this is the age when insurance starts to heavily target 
them. Just as with cosmetics and entertainment brands, insurers will need to adjust their 
approach to this generation as well (Rieman, 2018). 
 
Millennials are not really compatible with the current insurance industry and are 
revolutionizing it, whether as a part of the work force or on the other end, as purchaser of 
insurance policies. By obtaining a deeper understanding of their generational identity and 
behaviour, their wishes and manners of engagement, the insurance industry will be able to 
sell them products more effectively (StateCE, 2017).  
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Some early adjustments in the insurance industry are already present. Some top carriers are 
launching mobile apps, some even Alexa apps to appeal to this generations’ technological 
savviness. Yet, it seems this may not be enough and greater disruptions will be needed for 
insurance companies to maintain their current sales success numbers (Rieman, 2018).  
 
Immediate access to almost anything online, turned millennials into generation used to 
instant gratification. Press of a button gets you food delivery, a taxi, a date for dinner and 
so much more. How can such product as an insurance policy be offered accordingly, 
insurance companies do not know yet, but by not figuring it out soon, they risk missing a 
major consumer market. To prioritize millennials as a customer group, insurance 
companies need to get a solid understanding of how to sell them something they might not 
want, but must still understand that they need (Young, 2018). 
 
Insuring millennials 
 
The way generation of millennials purchases insurance products affects this industry in 
three different ways. Firstly, they lack engagement. An engaged generation usually has 
their primary insurance company and focuses less on the cost of the insurance policy and 
purchase a wider variety of products. Furthermore, as we had witnessed with the previous 
generations, they are long-term customers and active in the field of recommendations to 
family and friends, which is of high value for insurer companies. Unfortunately, due to the 
fact that millennials are often disengaged, insurance companies have to look for alternative 
ways to connect to them and pursue further company’s growth. Furthermore, this 
generation grew up surrounded by advertisements on every step, so it is sensible that they 
are more sceptical of them. Consequently, they pay more attention to recommendations 
from family, friends or social media. Secondly, members of this generation are twice as 
likely to purchase insurance online than previous generations. As an efficiency increasing 
transition, this is good news for insurance companies. Unfortunately, there is a problem 
due to millennials’ standards for a good user experience. Insurance companies must do a 
wholesome improvement of their online experiences to further connect to this generation. 
Thirdly, generation Y tends to rely on family ties when it comes to insurance. Therefore, 
they will stay under their parents’ policy until possible, so when the time for insuring 
themselves comes, they stay with the family’s insurance company. This opens an 
opportunity for insurance companies to reach millennials through their parents (StateCE, 
2017). 
 
In order to acquire and retain customers from a disengaged generation, insurance 
companies must think strategically. Building brand loyalty through older generations and 
strong online presence are the key. Online presence does not only mean having functional 
websites, rather the whole circle of interacting with millennials through social media, 
targeting them through display advertising and optimized, user friendly user experience on 
web sites (Simpson, 2017). 
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Jacon Young, a senior executive of PricewaterhouseCoopers suggests, that innovation in 
the area of insurance is needed to serve millennials. Insurance companies ought to ask 
themselves: How would we operate if we began fresh today? He advises insurance 
companies to embrace the cloud, because it can facilitate cost reduction, free up the 
resources to rather apply them to growing challenges of Insurtech. Secondly, use new data 
sources to get a more granular view of the risk and the ability to collect and analyse huge 
amounts of data will become your competitive advantage. Thirdly, work with your 
customers and really focus on their needs and wants. Digital offerings can dramatically 
change your cost-to-service paradigm (PwC, 2017). 
 
However, according to a 2017 study from Eventbrite, online is not the only way to engage 
with millennials, because they tend to be event goers with an increasing trend. 90% of 
surveyed millennials attended one or more paid events in the last year and in generally 
prefer ‘experiences over things’. Seeking engagement and face-to-face experiences enables 
them to validate their knowledge. According to the study: “Insuring Millennials: The Most 
Underinsured Generation”, sponsored by Fuel Cycle, millennials also like live events 
because they feel as if they are helping them broaden their views and perspectives beyond 
what they read on the internet. Furthermore, they believe that they help the make more of 
an impact. Therefore, creation of events is also potentially included in the wholesome 
experience millennials can get from an insurance company. The lead research analyst of 
the report, Nick Chadwick of Fuel Cycle, answered the following to a question of an event 
he would recommend to insurance companies for the purpose of engaging millennials: “I 
think any event that brings a group together informing them of the importance of insurance 
would be successful, whether in-person or online. The bulk of the Millennial generation is 
just entering professional careers and likely don’t understand the importance of insurance 
and retirement funds for their future. As we shared in this white paper, Millennials are 
also prone to wanting all information at their fingertips – or their smartphones. 
Combining information sessions that alert Millennials via their smartphones would see the 
most traction.”(Fuel Cycle, 2010) 
 
Millennials in insurance workforce 
 
It is not only a lack of interest on the customers’ side that might affect the insurance 
industry. They are currently facing a potentially enormous employment hole, because the 
current work force is aging. It is a puzzle, how this industry is going to replace the work 
force of Baby Boomers, who will be retiring in the following years. It is a worldwide and 
cross industry issue, but it is even worse in insurance. The number of professionals of age 
55 or older is 30% higher in the insurance industry than in the rest of economy. 
Furthermore, this struggle shows no apparent way of solving it, since millennials do not 
view insurance as a particularly appealing profession, with only 4% of them indicating it as 
an attractive industry (Cook, 2015). 
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Baby boomers and millennials have core differences in values. Understanding those is key 
when aiming to attract this new generation of the workforce to the industry. Companies 
can work on their procedures and enable the culture encompassing different generations’ 
values. The view of a career itself is different in case of millennials or baby boomers. 
Boomers’ primary concern about their job is making as much money as possible, while 
millennials stated that for them it was enjoying the work and making a difference in 
society. To sum up, millennials care less about the money and more about fulfilment 
(White, 2015). 
 
However, Joe Beneducci, the founder and CEO of ProSight Specialty Insurance, is of 
different opinon. He argues that insurance and millenials is an obvious match, due to 
various reasons. Firsty, due to data mining and interconnectivity through social media, 
insurance companies are starting to get to know specific customers, customize their 
coverages and market directly to target consumers. Data driven business is perfect for the 
most technologically savvy generation. Secondly, as mentioned before, millennials are 
fond of instant gratification and insurance is a measurable, tangible business. Therefore, 
effectiveness of one’s work is apparent. Thirdly, millennials are the most ethnically diverse 
generation so far and value corporate openness toward being different. Insurance 
companies are very high ranked on several diversity indexes such as Bloomberg’s Gender 
Equality Index, Human Rights Campaign’s Corporate Equality Index, and include LGBT 
equality practices (Beneducci, 2018). 
 
 
1.1.2 Sales of insurance 
 
Postma, Zupančič & Kotler, (2001, p. 26) speak of three core kinds of selling processes, 
shown in picture 1. The first kind is outbound, when the company comes to the potential 
customer. For the purpose of outbound of selling process the company has employees who 
sell door-to-door. According to them, this kind of selling process is called “people”.  
 
The second kind is the exact opposite of above described “people process”, because in this 
one the potential customer approaches the potential seller. The seller is usually a place 
where the seller is offering their products or services. This kind is called “selling spot”. 
 
The final, third selling kind is when none of the participants in the process directly approach, 
visit each other, the process is rather executed through so called “media”. “Media” in this 
aspect means printed or electronic message carriers and includes also sales and marketing 
over the phone. Above described kinds represent different approaches to marketing, which 
ease economic exchange and enables customers to shop independently or not – as they 
prefer.  
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Picture 1: Sales-purchase processes 
	

 
 

Source: Postma et al., New era of marketing, 2001, p.25. 
 
Studies show the importance of selling through various sales channels. Companies must 
adapt to the customers’ wishes and offer them the possibility of using different kinds of 
selling processes, which will also help them to fulfil their business targets (Kim & Park, 
2005, p. 116). A successful strategy of selling through various kinds of selling processes 
demands understanding of characteristics, benefits and harms of each specific selling 
process.  It is important to acknowledge that a certain kind of selling process is no longer 
only intended for an exact narrowly determined customer segment. The variety of 
customers’ needs and wishes constantly changes and consequently the same happens to their 
shopping habits (Weinberg, Parise, & Guinan, 2007, p. 385-386). With the rise of 
technology and the internet, possibilities of different kinds of selling have further increased 
and it’s a fact, that the internet is the key factor of sales in the future. The so-called media is 
mostly just used for creation of a relationship with potential customers, they carry 
information regarding the brand or the product the company wishes the world to see. In 
today’s world, we can measure the results created by the media, and in some industries they 
are taking over a role of an alternative to sales representative, while in some they are 
complements (Postma, Zupančič, & Kotler, 2001). 
 
The customers adapt quickly when a company adds a sales channel. The studies have shown 
that 65-70% of customers buy through various sales channels and they spend more money 
than the customers, who only use one sales channel. Not only are they financially more 
beneficial, they are also more loyal. It is crucial to take track of customers’ satisfaction and 
opinion and enabling them to give their feedback regarding their experience with any of the 
sales channels. This enables the companies to constantly grow and improve  (Parise et al., 
2007, p. 385-394). In the past 30 years, companies have mostly been adding sales channels 
and growing with the use of internet. 
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New era of marketing 
 
In today’s world, the internet is so widely used, we separate the entire market on two 
markets – the physical and the digital one. The physical market includes stores we actually 
go in and buy products, while the digital market is build of online purchases. With time 
passing, consumers are leaning more and more towards the use of a digital market. (Kotler, 
2011, p. 10) 
 
This new marketing state enables the process to be much more sophisticated. The media, 
printed and electronic, is affecting us at every step of the way, shaping our preferences and 
leading us toward purchases. Information, money, goods; the exchanges now flow without 
any personal contact. Besides this, it is possible to build very good relationships with 
customers. With help of the information, gained through the internet, companies know their 
potential customers very well, which gives them the ability of personalized communication 
and offerings. Companies, that don’t understand customers’ needs and prioritize them, won’t 
succeed in their business as much as the competitors, who do that (Doyle, 1995, p. 23-41). 
The customer is the king and sales directed towards the customers’ wishes establishes a 
completely new level of marketing and leads to broad possibilities of customer – seller 
communication (Porter, Wiener, & Frankwick, 2003, p. 275-281). Furthermore, technology 
enables us to have information about all the past purchases available all the time, which 
improves the personalization of sales substantialy (Moncrief, W.C., & Marshall, W.G., 
2005, p. 13-22). 
 
Not only pleasant for the customer and beneficial for the sales, modern technology also 
enables us cost effective ways of discovering customers’ behaviour. Moreover, having a 
physical shop can get very expensive and for some products or services it is simply 
unaffordable. At this point, the internet can bring great value in many views for some 
industries, including insurance industry. In the selling process, the media can be used for 
various functions. Picture 2 shows function of the media regarding two functions – the first 
determines whether there is the entire offer online or only partly, and the second determines 
whether the entire sell-purchase process can be handled online or only a part of it.  
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Picture 2: Direct marketing usage scheme 
	

 
 

Source: Postma, New era of marketing, 2001, p.28 
 
Picture 2 represents how much space for growth a certain company still has. Companies in 
the top left corner already have the entire offer online and a customer can easily purchase 
their product without a single physical encounter. In contrast, the companies in the bottom 
right corner have the highest potential for further growth, cost effectiveness and user 
experience improvement, because not only can a customer not purchase anything online, 
they cannot even see their offer without a call or visit to the store. It is important to note 
here, that the passage from bottom right to bottom left is quite simple, while from the 
bottom left to the top left, payments come into the equation. It is crucial for a company, to 
be able to provide trustworthy and cost efficient payment system in order to convince people 
to buy online (Postma, 2001). 
 
Since the technology gives companies insights regarding customers’ behaviour, it is very 
important that the online sales processes are shaped with respect to those. Studies have 
shown, that around 65% of consumers who had an experience purchasing over the internet 
have told something about it to their friends and family. One of the reasons why many 
companies are adopting online sales is to gain a market share of younger population. 
Another reason lies in the low costs of such business model and the opportunity of selling to 
thousands of new customers that have never before been accessible.  However, in a way this 
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also represents a challenge, because communication with consumers becomes much harder 
than with traditional sales channels.   
 
Insurance sales channels  
 
Sales channels are the most important part of an insurance companies marketing mix. 
Choosing the right channel is very important, because the insurance company and the 
customer are connected by it and therefore it deeply influences the success of the sales. 
Because of the nature of insurance business, the relationship between the company and 
customer must be professional, and trustworthy. Besides the success in sales, an important 
factor to consider when choosing a sales channel is costs. 
 
Predominantly, insurance companies market their services through their own network of 
representatives. Counters, agents and sales representatives are a key part of their marketing 
and insuring. (Dimovski & Volarič Prijatelj, 2000, p. 57-58). For the last ten years, modern 
marketing ways have been pushing the traditional marketing out of the picture. Due to the 
technology development in the past twenty years, also marketing in financial and insurance 
sector has moved towards direct marketing and sales over the phone, email and internet. 
Consumers are more and more inclined towards this kind of sales even in insurance industry 
(Kim J. & Park J., 2005, p. 671-672). At the same time, with development of various sales 
channels, also the consumers’ expectations regarding the insurance products and services 
have grown. All of those changes are challenging insurance companies to change their sales 
channels, develop new products and most importantly – build customer relationships. 
Insurance companies must take advantage of the competitive advantages that new sales 
channels bring. Competition has a very positive effect on this, because changes must happen 
faster in order not to be left behind. An additional benefit of new sales channels is the 
number of sales people in insurance companies is dropping. One could say that by choosing 
to purchase an insurance online, the customer does the agent’s job himself/herself 
(Dimovski & poVolarič Prijatelj, 2000, p. 59). 
 
However, it must be taken into account that not all consumers are ready and willing to 
accept changes. Some prefer traditional ways, especially regarding a certain kind of 
products. Not all products and services are completely appropriate for online selling.  
 
At the counter  
 
Sales at the counter are still one of the most basic and wide spread kinds of selling process 
in insurance companies.  In the recent years, the most common insurance to be made at the 
counter was car insurance, because of its precondition of having passed the technical 
examination.  
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Sales representatives 
 
Insurance sales representatives are the most traditional way of insurance product marketing. 
Using an analogy we say, that the sales representative is the extended hand of an insurance 
company, since it is working in the companies name and for her account, and the insurance 
company is responsible for his actions as for her own (Golovrški, 2010, p. 8).  
 
There are two kinds of sales representatives – internal and external. Internal sales 
representatives are working directly for the insurance company, while external have an 
intermediary, and they work for an agency. In any case, they are bound by a contract with 
exact determinations and limitations of their work. The representatives can also be divided 
to special and universal representatives, where special representatives are specialized to sell 
mainly life insurance. One of the main advantages of this form of selling is the direct contact 
with the customer. It is a very personal approach because the sales representatives handle 
every client based on his or her own situation, needs and wants, and offer the exactly 
suitable insurance.  The customer gets a thorough explanation of the insurance and it’s 
conditions (Golovrški, 2010, p. 8).  
 
Insurance companies must acknowledge that their representatives give impression about the 
entire insurance company and how important their role is, when they are stepping into 
contact with potential clients. Their approach, knowledge and attitude are visible here, so it 
is really important that the insurance companies train and educate their representatives well 
in the field of insurance and communication. Every insurance representative wants to sell as 
many insurance policies as possible, but there is a trick. Every representative is justified to 
receive at least a minimal monthly pay check. Sometimes, they do not reach that quota with 
provisions because they don’t sell enough insurance policies and that is the risk the 
insurance company takes on. To minimize this risk, the sales representatives are sometimes 
at first employed for a limited period of time and sometimes through an external contract. 
 
Selling through sales representatives presents a great opportunity for cross sales. Cross 
selling is when an additional product or service is sold to an existing customer. Because this 
involves a personal contact with a customer, the sales representatives have the chance to sell 
more. However, external agencies represent a danger to the insurance company and the sales 
representative, depending on whether the agency is exclusive or non-exclusive. In case of an 
exclusive agency there is a chance that instead of the sales representative, the agency will 
sell the policy and therefore he/she will lose the provision. In case of a non-exclusive 
agency, the company is in danger, because they might be selling a competitor’s insurance 
instead.  
 
From the customer’s point of view, the biggest danger lies in sales representative’s 
manipulation. Usually the customers work with the same sales representative for years, 
throughout different fields of insurance and often throughout the whole family. Therefore, a 
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trust is built. This trust can come of as dangerous for the client because they can be 
persuaded into buying something they do not really need.  
 
Insurance brokers  
 
The key difference between a sales representative and an insurance broker is that the 
representative works for the benefit of the insurance company, while the broker works for 
the insurance policy buyer. By the nature of their work, the brokers are intermediaries, but 
they are not bound to one insurance company. Their job is to represent the insurant, work in 
their account and in his benefit (Dimovski & Volarič Prijatelj, 2000, p. 210-212). 
 
From the customer’s point of view, buying insurance through a broker is a benefit and an 
opportunity. It is a financial benefit, because they don’t directly pay for the cost of a broker, 
rather he is paid by the insurance company in a shape of a broker provision.  The 
opportunity lies in the skills and professional knowledge of a broker to objectively 
recommend the best offer. The insurance company’s benefit of selling through brokers lies 
in the access to new customers, who were not reachable before.  
 
Online insurance marketing 
 
In the last ten years, the internet has become a mean of communication and the biggest 
source of information. Marketing and selling of insurance policies through the internet is 
perceived as a modern way of selling insurance. Insurance companies have their offers and 
all the important information on their web sites and customers can get to know the company, 
their products, make an informative calculation or even buy an insurance through it.  
 
Online insurance purchase is a comfortable and quick way of purchasing insurance, because 
anyone can do it from his or her sofa. Insurances, which are massively bought through 
internet in Slovenia are accidental insurances for school kids.  On the 7th of April in 2005 a 
new version of Obligatory vehicle law insurance (Zakon o obveznih zavarovanjih v prometu 
ZOPZ) came into force. Its message is that insurance companies must enable online 
purchase of vehicle insurance policies.  
 
At this point, I would also like to mention the Y generation, born between 1982 and 1993.  
This generation shares the opinion that insurance policies are expensive and unnecessary. 
Furthermore, a technological advancement is a big part of this generation. Therefore, this 
might be an opportunity for insurance companies to show this generation what are the risks 
and how important financial security is. Studies have shown that this generation helps 
themselves with their own investigation when deciding on insurance or financial products, 
and that around 43% of consumers between 18 and 24 years are very likely to insure their 
vehicle online. This is a clear sign that the focus is shifting online and insurance companies 
should take that in consideration (Medved, 2010). 
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In internet’s great potential lies an opportunity for insurance companies, however they must 
insure simple, straightforward processes and safe payments. Website design and user 
experience are of extreme importance here, because a competitor’s webpage is just a click 
away! The web was a game changer in this and many other industries, and now there are 
new trends on the horizon that might change insurance at its core.  
 
1.1.3 Latest trends in automobile insurance 
 
Lately, insurance is facing incredibly interesting times. Change has definitely become a new 
normal and technology is opening new opportunities for better, adapted business models. 
Digitization is becoming a corporate mantra. No single insurer wants to give up on looking 
for ways to collect, analyse and use data more effectively. When it comes to automobile 
insurance, there are three major factors that will impact the industry in the near future. Those 
are autonomous vehicles, sharing economy and blockchain.  
 
Autonomous vehicles 
 
Cars driving on their own used to be something only seen in movies, but now they are 
becoming the reality. The technology of autonomous cars has already been developed by the 
likes of Tesla, BMW, Lexus, Mercedes and also Google. For the car to be completely 
autonomous, the technology is still in the testing stage, but elements of automatic driving 
have been on the market for the last couple of years.  
 
Autonomous cars rely on a range of sensors to interact with the world around them. They 
communicate with GPS satellites and use radars, laser lights, odometry and many other 
sensors to collect all the available information needed to sense the environment and navigate 
without a human input (O’very, 2018). 
 
The potential benefits of this disruptive emerging technology are increased safety, reduced 
infrastructure and mobility costs, increased mobility, reduced labour costs, reduced crime, 
reduction in traffic collisions, lower fuel consumption and similar. However, one must also 
be aware of certain unresolved problems, such as technology issues, disputes regarding 
liability, safety concerns, legal framework and government regulation, job loss in transport 
industry and the risk of the fact that the car computer can be compromised. 
 
Furthermore, by reducing labour costs and cost of mobility, autonomous cars consequently 
help reducing the number of individually owned cars. Furthermore, such change impacts the 
need for parking space, which will free lots of strategically positioned land in the cities. 
Another consequence of reducing car ownership is reducing the size of automotive 
production industry, which will also bring environmental and economic effects.  
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However, in spite of the many above stated benefits, some potential issues are still present. 
Although autonomous vehicles are coming, there will be time needed to turn the existing 
stock of non-autonomous vehicles around. Another concern, connected to the insurance 
industry is disputes concerning liability in case of accidents. Most people are not very fond 
of changes and some already resist the thought of forfeiting control of their cars. The last 
and extremely interesting concern is ethical; there is an unavoidable crash and the car has to 
choose between multiple harmful courses of action. Will it crash into a bus not knowing 
how many people are inside, drive of the road and sacrifice own passengers, or go towards 
one pedestrian on the other side of the road? The ethics of self-driving cars could possibly 
lead to controversy (Ab Rahman, Hamid, & Chin, 2017). 
 
Impacts on automobile insurance industry 
 
One can be certain, that insurance companies will be deeply impacted by the adoption of 
autonomous vehicles, once it reaches a critical mass.  In one way, an effect will definitely be 
directly connected to the factor that we will not actually be driving the cars, so the habits and 
patterns will completely change, but this is not the only factor.  
 
Question of liability 
 
In the present, in case of a car accident, it is usually not too hard to assume liability. The 
driver controls the car and therefore in most cases assumes liability. Actually, 94% of all 
accidents happen because of the human error. However, if the car is driving itself, it is just 
driving according to how it is programmed, and the manufacturer programmed it. Does it 
mean that the manufacturers assume liability for the accidents? Google, Mercedez-Benz and 
Volvo already set the precedent and accept liability in cases where the driving system is at 
fault for an accident. Furthermore, Tesla has even extended the insurance program to 
purchasers of Tesla vehicles, which shows how determined and trustful their attitude 
towards their own technology is.  Even though some precedents are set, the process of 
liability determination is not expected to pass effortlessly (O’very, 2018). 
 
Accidents become rarer, causing insurance premiums to drop  
 
As mentioned above, 94% of all accidents occur due to a human error. Consequently, 
autonomous driving is expected to cause a huge reduction in road accidents. Since the 
premiums are higher for people who crash their car more often and much lower for the 
“safe” drivers, this means that the average premium will substantially drop. Surely, it will 
take some time to get there. In fact, some initial confusion is expected, because of the 
potentially problematic coexistence between human drivers and autonomous vehicles. They 
do not know what to expect from each other, but eventually, the AI will progress enough to 
get that obstacle out of the way (Cusano & Costonis, 2017). 
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Autonomous vehicles come in many levels; from the zero autonomous vehicles, when 
human does everything, to the completely autonomous vehicles, where even a steering 
wheel is optional. In this thesis, I am mostly referring to the fully autonomous vehicles, but 
at this point I would like to point out cars with advanced driver assistance systems (3rd or 4th 
level on the scale), which are becoming commonplace and are already showing significant 
potential to decreasing crashes. By 2025, 40% of cars will have advanced driver assistance 
systems like lane change alerts and collision prevention (Cusano & Costonis, 2017). 
 
Many insurance companies already offer premium discounts to drivers with advanced driver 
assistance systems in their vehicles, but the effects of the system are showing it is still not 
enough, comparing to the level of safety they provide.  
 
More drivers will reduce or drop coverage 
 
It is predicted, that even before 2050, many drivers will realize there is no need to carry a 
personal accident insurance any more. In case of obligatory minimum coverage, society will 
only be investing the minimum possible in insurance, in great contrast to now. With the 
wide spread of autonomous vehicles, insurance companies will need to re-evaluate the 
impact of this technology to their industry.  
 
However, there are two edges to this sword. As the safety increases and the apparent need 
for insurance decreases, AI also has positive effects on insurance industry. Data collection 
has always been very important for the insurance industry, and with various forms of 
artificial intelligence, this may have ground breaking effects on the data on basis of which 
the insurance company calculates price premiums (O’very, 2018). Next to liability issues, 
drop of insurance premiums and reduced coverage, another consequence affecting insurance 
companies will be the sharing economy. It is believed that the majority of autonomous 
vehicles will not be owned by individuals. Instead, auto manufacturers, technology 
companies and similar will be providing ride-sharing services.  
 
Sharing economy  
 
The term has first appeared in the beginning of 2000s and refers to an economic model, 
basing on collaborating consumption of goods and services. Sharing economy is getting very 
powerful in the recent years. Renting accommodation, cars, boats and similar without 
owning a hotel, boat or car renting service, directly from each other, coordinated through the 
internet (Efthymiou, Antoniou, & Waddell, 2013). 
 
Firms become matchmakers and facilitators of services.  Airbnb is one of the pioneering 
companies, spreading this principle worldwide. Technology has been able to reduce 
transaction costs, making sharing assets extremely cheap, simple and safe. Consequently, 
there is possibility for scaling the sharing throughout more people and areas of assets. Data 
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about things and people have the biggest impact by allowing physical assets being consumed 
as a service. In the time before internet, if you wanted to borrow something from someone 
you had to personally know him or her and even then there was a lot of organization 
involved in actually exchanging the object and money and determining the state of the object 
and potential actions in case of a harmed object returning to the owner. Now websites like 
Airbnb, Turo, Getaround, Drivy Snapgoods and similar are designed to matchup owners and 
renters, GPS on your smartphone lets you know where the nearest rentable bike is currently 
parked, and who is renting it. On the other side, social networks allow you to check up on 
people and build trust, so you do not feel endangered borrowing them something or 
borrowing something from them. Lastly, the online payment systems handle the billing in a 
safe, transparent and secure way  (The Economist, 2013). 
 
What differentiates these new market places from previous secondary market places on the 
internet is their focus on facilitating a short-term rental service provision. This service is 
aimed to be recurring, rather than an occasional resale with an intention of a transfer of asset 
ownership. The sharing economy market places are also different from the traditional, long-
standing rental services like hotels or car rental companies, because they do not connect 
businesses to customers; instead they only work on peer-to-peer renting (Fraiberger & 
Sundararajan, 2015). 
 
This new form of exchange among individuals is growing rapidly. In 2015, there were over 
one million hosts on the Airbnb site, and over the summer of 2015, their hosts were 
accommodating over 1 million guests per night, making them comparable to the world’s 
largest hotel brands. There are many effects of the sharing economy on the general welfare. 
Creating new gains from trade between consumers increases allocative efficiency, and 
additional surplus is generated for consumers who could previously not afford ownership. In 
contrast, increased rental may stimulate faster depreciation. Furthermore, companies will be 
hurt because of lower production quantities, as durable goods are used more efficiently. 
 
The effect of sharing economy on insurance industry  
 
The sharing economy is not slowing down, generating $28 billion in transactions in 2015, 
compared to $16 billion in 2014. PwC predict that by 2025, the European sharing economy 
will reach 570 billion in transactions. However, unforeseen incidents between the 
individuals on sharing platforms can generate doubts and hinder growth. Therefore, the most 
important factor of the sharing economy, obsessing founders and users is trust. Whether 
renting someone else’s assets or giving yours away, user must always feel protected and 
safe. But there are so many new aspects in these transactions that the insurance industry has 
not completely figured out how to adapt yet (Campos, 2018). 
 
Due to the opportunity for insurance services in sharing economy, a new industry of start-
ups called insurtech has arisen. Those companies aim to provide customizable versions of 
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insurances for various situations, covering the blank spaces in what the insurance industry 
giants cannot yet cover and gathering data regarding usage of the assets, their life style, and 
many more things. Yet, there are two factors the giants have and the start-ups do not; money 
and experience. For those reasons, traditional insurance companies will probably acquire or 
partner with insuretech start-ups. The idea of partnering with firms who have significant 
insight about risk in real time is a dream scenario for insurance companies (AIG, 2017). 
 
Sharing economy platforms and traditional insurers can only successfully collaborate by 
delivering a faultless user experience. The customer of such platforms find great importance 
in all the digital touchpoints, convenience, cross channel and device usage. In contrast, 
traditional insurers are not really strong in terms of agility or flexibility, due to the legacy 
systems they rely on. When it comes to legacy, one must be aware that the regulatory 
aspects of sharing economy are not yet clearly defined. The platforms usually absolve 
themselves of risk and responsibility in case of an issue arising. Furthermore, they own 
plenty of data with potential for abuse (Campos, 2018). 
 
Insurers have a great opportunity in offering products specifically developed for the sharing 
economy to the growing market. The users of these services spend a lot of time on the web, 
their smart phones or other devices, so it is clear that the technology is the core of this value 
proposition. The success of this offering relies on how well the technology is leveraged. 
 
Blockchain  
 
Blockchain is a public ledger, a continuously growing list of records called blocks, protected 
by cryptography. Miners grow it by adding new blocks every 10 minutes in a linear, 
chronological order. Every computer connected to the Bitcoin network using a client that 
performs a taks of validating and relaying transactions, represents a full node. Each full node 
has a copy of the blockchain downloaded automatically when the miner joins the Bitcoin 
network. The first transactions ever executed form the genesis block and blockchain keeps 
the information about addresses and balances from then to the present block. As said above, 
blockchain is a public ledger, meaning that it is transparent, easy to query for transactions 
involving a particular Bitcoin address (Trujillo, Fromhart, & Srinivas, 2017).  
 
Blockchain is a trustless proof mechanism of all transactions in the network. Trustless does 
not refer to a lack of trust, rather to no trust needed, because it is all transparent and enables 
insights of its functioning to all parties involved. Another reason why it is trustless I because 
the system is decentralized, stored on many different decentralized nodes worldwide, 
maintained by “miner accountants” as opposed to having a third party intermediary, like a 
bank or another institution. Blockchain being the architecture for the systems of 
decentralized trustless transactions is the key innovation.  
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The reason why blockchain is such a revolution although it’s main function is well known to 
us all from the existing world, is that nothing submitted to blockchain can ever be changed. 
Because it is decentralized, no party holds a power over it, so no matter the political or 
economical situation; the ownership, proofs of transactions, asset registry, inventory and 
similar are written down in a block and unless the rightful owner agrees to make another 
transaction and sell them on to someone new, those assets will always belong to that person 
and it will be written down in the blockchain forever. Since it is transparent, anyone can 
check that and there is no space for pretending or infringements on the market. Honesty 
saves everyone’s time (Swan, 2015). 
 
However, one should note that the connectedness of our world includes blockchain 
technology as the economic overlay to the world of multidevice computing including 
internet of things, wearable computing, sensors, smartphones, laptops, self tracking devices, 
smart home, smart car and similar. These technologies do not depend on blockchain for 
functioning the way they do, it is the transfer of information and interconnection of various 
aspects of our lives. With revolutionary potential equal to the internet’s, blockchain 
technology could be adopted by people at a much faster pace, given the fact that now we do 
have internet and it helps us widely with presenting and explaining new technologies and 
their powers (Trujillo, Fromhart, & Srinivas, 2017). 
 
Blockchain implications for insurance industry 
 
In insurance companies, verification and handling of claims are very time and money 
consuming processes. Within blockchain, an operational system could be built that would 
verify and handle claims almost instantly, without paperwork. Applications and renewals 
can be approved almost as quickly.  
 
“Imagine being able to minimize fraudulent claims or loss adjustment expenses with a 
massive, decentralized database that leverages real-time data sources of almost 
unimaginable size,” wrote Michael Henk and Robert Bell in their November 2016 Milliman 
report Blockchain: An Insurance Focus. “Imagine the cost savings to your company of 
improving efficiency across the insurance value chain, from product management to 
underwriting to claims to customer service—all while potentially increasing the security of 
your policyholder’s data. This is what blockchain technology can do.” Insurance industry 
can be improved through blockchain in four following ways (Crawford, 2017). 
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Automation 
Automation of the claims process by integrating third party vendors and including the 
conglomerate network of insurers for managing fraudulent claims. 
 
Fraud detection 
Blockchain ensures transparency of transactions, which contributes a lot toward successful 
fraud monitoring. Furthermore, the participant insurers in the network can verify claims to 
recognise potential fraudulent or repetitive claims.  
 
Increased customer engagement and satisfaction 
One of the most unpleasant processes for the customer is the repetitive inserting of 
information and documentation, filling out similar or even same formularies for the same 
company. With the help of blockchain, once the data is digitally stored and verified, it may 
be used over and over again, whenever needed with no need for customers attention. 
  
New product development 
The internet of things and wearable technology provide plenty of information about 
consumers, that are detailed way above the standard we are used to. Peer-to-peer businesses, 
sharing economy on blockchain and their insurance can represent potential for agile 
insurance companies, to develop a flexible product and fulfil their new born needs. Smart 
contracts on Ethereum can reduce the time spent on claims and almost diminish any need for 
double-checking. Nowadays, there are many more opportunities for insurance companies, 
where blockchain related concepts represent grounds to introduce many new insurance 
products.  
 
There is no doubt regarding whether these possibilities are enticing for eager insurers with 
open heads, who perceive blockchain as a way to reduce costs, improve efficiency and 
attract new business. In 2016, only 12% of financial services companies that took part in 
Deloitte report had deployed blockchain, but that number doubles when speaking of how 
many of them have planned to include the blockchain technology in 2017. 
 
However, both sides of the coin must be considered, and as with any emerging technology, 
security vulnerabilities must be identified. The Deloitte survey also recognised a lack of 
technical standards for the blockchain technology as a barrier to adoption, because it is 
perceiver still immature. Furthermore, questions of scalability pose due to the computing 
power needed for utilization of the blockchain technology. Finally, the strongest concern for 
the financial services industry is the lack of regulations. In the Deloitte’s survey, 48 of 
respondents think that federal regulations will help a lot to blockchain making the next step 
to widespread adoption (Hogen, 2017). 
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According to PwC, insurance company is a good candidate for blockchain integration in 
case if at least some following conditions apply. Firstly, information must be shared and 
updated among multiple parties. Secondly, verification is essential; so all the parties can 
trust the validity of data. Exchanges must be time bound and sensitive and intermediaries are 
costly and add complexity. Lastly, transactions by different partakers depend on each other.  
 
In order to fully discover the potential of blockchain, many other technologies have to be 
included together with it, like advanced analytics, artificial intelligence and internet of 
things. According to Deloitte report Blockchain in Insurance, the greatest opportunities 
“may extend beyond making incremental improvements in current business models to 
harnessing blockchain’s unique attributes to create entirely new types of interactive policies 
and launch innovative services that add value and grow the business.”  
 
1.2 Millennials  
 
Millennnials, also known as the members of generation Y, were born between 1980 and 
2000.  This generation is separated from the previous generation X, and the following 
generation Z. As with each preceded the generation of millennials, they are shaped by a set 
of characteristics, which originate mainly in the world they grew up in (Howe & Strauss, 
2009). 
 
Millennials are tech savvy, they grew up with technology and rely on it in almost every 
moment and aspect of their lifes. They are using their laptops, smartphones, tablets, smart 
watches and other gadgets since the moment they wake up until they fall asleep. They are 
used to continuous communication over multiple channels and cannot imagine the world 
without the internet  (Kelly, 2017). 
 
The super hard working fast-track lifestyle is not so popular with generation Y as it was with 
the previous ones. More than money itself, they cherish flexible working hours, quality time 
with their families and in general a better work/life balance. It is not that they are not 
committed to their jobs; they just have a different vision of work life  (Deal, Altman, & 
Rogelberg, 2010). 
 
In contrast to what one might believe after the paragraph above, millennials are confident, 
highly ambitious and achievement oriented. They have high expectations of their 
environment, especially work place; they seek challenges and are not afraid to question 
authority. They are fond of political correctness and are do not hold back to express it 
(Howe, 2017). 
 
Even though ambitious, most of the generation Y members are not individualists. Rather, 
they are team players, valuing affirmation of others, loyal and committed. Being included 
and involved is extremely important for them. But just being a part of the team is not 
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enough. They want and need attention and feedback. This generation is benefiting the most 
from mentorship and guidance. A drawback of his generation might be eternal craving for 
upgrades in different aspects of life, whether a partner or a job (Deal, Altman, & Rogelberg, 
2010). 
 
 1.2.1 Attitude towards automobile ownership  
 
The process of growing up is different with this generation than it was with others, which 
can be noticed in many areas. Over a century, cars were a very important part of the process 
of growing up into an adult person. Until recently, getting a driver’s licence and choosing a 
car reflected on your identity, priorities and social status. In contrast, millennials buy cars 
almost solely for utilitarian purposes. Regarding the status, owning a high-brand car does 
not really excite most of this generation’s members. Rather they believe that there are plenty 
more economical and less egotistical ways to get around the city. 
 
The rise of sharing economy and autonomous vehicles are shifting consumer behaviour 
radically and millennials represent a challenge for the car manufacturing industry. The 
number of young adults not even obtaining a driver’s license is unusually big, it is becoming 
very popular to catch an Uber instead of driving. This scares industries connected to cars 
because this is the biggest generation and it seems it is abandoning the habit of buying a car. 
However, it has been revealed that as with many other passages into adulthood, millennials 
are only delaying this one as well (Wharton, University of Pennsylvania, 2017). 
 
In 2009 and 2010, there was a lot of consternation in the auto industry about the problem of 
baby boomers, the car loving generation, being replaced by the millennials, who did not 
show signs of buying cars. But this concern turned out to be misplaced; the data of 
purchases and reasons behind it were misinterpreted. The decrease in purchases was not 
caused by the upcoming generation, rather by the consequences of the great recession and 
therefore this generation’s lack of resources. There is still hope that millennials are still 
coming to their peak of buying cars. “Millennials buy cars more pragmatically. … They are 
forever going to be more on the pragmatic car-as-commodity, car-as-appliance part of the 
equation” says John Paul McDuffie from Wharton.  
 
Similar to their parents, millennials seem to be defying conventional expectations. Their 
presence in the cities is very commonly mistaken for their aim to live in the urban areas 
because of their preferences. Actually, the growing share of homebuyers are millenials and 
the majority decides for single family houses in the suburbia. On the other hand, they are 
still living in the cities more frequently than their parent. Furthermore, they have a more 
flexible life style due to the technology. According to a recent McKinsey report on 
disruptive trends in the auto industry, in rural areas “private-car usage will remain the 
preferred means of transport by far.” 
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Whether millennials will ultimately really shift to the suburbia and the classical car 
ownership or they will end up in the cities using alterative mobility services, still remains to 
be seen. Certainly, one needs to be aware that when observing changes between generations 
in car purchasing patterns, the holders of purchasing power are not by far the only variable 
in this equation. Technology, economic situation and trends cause car industry to go through 
some fundamental changes itself and it undoubtedly has a profound effect on consumers’ 
buying behaviour as well (Gao, Kaas, Mohr, & Wee, 2016). 
 
One day the car purchasing may stop, but for now it does not seem like it is occurring any 
time soon, since for example US car sales in 2015 beat the record from 15 years ago, 
according to the Wall Street Journal. Yet, even though the quantitative demand might not 
have changed for much, there is no denial in the great changes of consumers’ preferences 
regarding the processes and buying habits. The most obvious one is the shift of the 
purchasing process to online. 24% of consumers use Facebook as a resource to purchase a 
car, and 38% say they will consult friends on Facebook before buying their next vehicle 
(Gao et al., 2016). 
 
1.2.2 Millennials and autonomy  
 
Young adults in their 20s and 30s are doing everything later in life than the previous 
generations. All the key life events happen with a delay, including moving out of the home. 
In the U.S., still living with parents is the most common accommodation for young people 
between eighteen and thirty-four. Nearly one third of millennials live with their parents, 
slightly more than the proportion living with their spouses or partners. This is the first time 
that living with parents have outgrew living with a partner since the start of record keeping 
in 1880, according to Pew Research Centre. The remaining members of this generation live 
alone, with their friends, college dorms or other relatives (Fry, 2016). 
 
This strong shift is also reflecting on a sharp decline in marriages, especially those without a 
college degree. In 2000, nearly 43% of all young adults from eighteen to thirty-four years 
old were living with a boyfriend/girlfriend or a spouse. In only 14 years, that number got as 
low as 31% (American press institute, 2015). 
 
Scientists at the Pew Research Centre argument that this is simply due to the fact that there 
are many more single people. Apparently, members of generation Y are concentrating more 
on schools and careers, less on relationships and children. Another reason for keeping young 
people at home is the decline of wages. Adjusted for inflation, wages have dropped for 34% 
from 2000 to 2014.  
 
However, in a new study Stanford Center on Longevity, researchers have found that the 
ideal timing for life milestones has remained constant throughout generations. It is the 
successfulness of reaching those milestones, which separates them from one another. When 
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asked about ideal timings for key events in life, the majority of over twenty-five year olds 
said that the ideal time to get married is by the age of twenty-seven, buy a home by twenty-
eight and get a child at twenty-nine. As mentioned above, the success rate of achieving this 
goals decreased by every generation. The study showed that buying a home was the goal that 
was most common not to be reached. Furthermore, the biggest gap between the set ideal age 
and the actual age when it happens occurs in buying a home. Even those between the age 34 
and 54 experienced a delay of seven years for this major life event.  Meanwhile, participants 
over 65 years old had only a year or two of such delay. (Shashkevich, 2018) 
 
According to the researchers in Stanford Center on Longevity, people should start adapting 
their goals to the current situation, not to the ideals from Second World War anymore, when 
the situation was entirely different. Discrepancies between desires and reality can reliably 
predict poorer health and wellbeing. 
 
Late creation of a family might signal a low priority in this field. However, this does not 
seem to be the case. Family cohesion is alive and generation Y is raised to become “active 
parents”. Although divorces are more common than ever before, parents spend more time 
with their children than in the past. The child is viewed as the center of the family. Even 
fathers have entered this child-centred world and employers are now aware that it is 
extremely important for generation Y to spend quality time with their families instead of just 
working all he time (NAS Recruitment, 2006). 
 
If not in person, it is safe to assume that millennials are digitally connected to their friends 
or family all the time. The hyperconnectivity has shaped the way they perceive relationships. 
But even between millennials themselves there are differences, so the younger part - 
between eighteen and twenty-two years old – is almost 50% more prone to communicate to 
each other through text messages.   
 
1.2.3 Millennials and paths to accessing information  
 
Technology use has always been a hot topic when researching millennials, because it 
changes many aspects of their lives. When accessing news, they tend to prefer scrolling on 
social media and observing what is says about the news, than heading directly to a website 
dedicate to news reporting.  
 
The American Press institute performed a study, researching what topics people pay 
attention to and how they get information about them. There were 24 topics probed in this 
survey, widespread in the news products such as newspapers, TV broadcasts, news websites, 
radio and similar. Millennials follow a wide range of topics, involving hard news, soft news, 
fun news, sad news and many more. The tech savvy generation is being rational to the point 
where they automatically discriminate news to some level depending on the source where 
they read or see it. Facebook or Twitter is not the same level of reliability as news reporting 
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organizations with high precision news, and they know it. Furthermore, they are turning to 
search engines and news aggregators to seek multiple sources regarding potentially biased 
news.  
 
According to the research, an average millennial regularly follows 9.5 news and information 
topics, the most popular being “Tv, music, and movies” and the second one regarding a 
hobby. More civically oriented topics are not to be discredited either. The majority of people 
under 35 years of age say they follow social issues, politics, technology and community 
related topics rather than celebrities or style and fashion. In contrast to might have been 
assumed, interest in harder topics is not at all correlated with age. When researching why, 
the American Press institute has discovered that everyone has an area of passion related to 
their career, heritage or some other factor and they tend to be quite critical regarding the 
sources of those particular information.  
 
Most common source of information: Social media 
 
Even though it was not the purpose of social networks, they have begun to play a dominant 
role in how millennials acquire news. For 9 out of 24 researched topics, Facebook was the 
only news source cited by most of respondents, a number one source for 13 and number two 
for seven others. As expected, Facebook is millennials’ most used information source for 
pop culture by 78% of respondents, music, TV, and movies for 63% of respondents, social 
issues for 62% and sports for 60% of respondents. 
 
Second most common source of information: Search 
 
Search is ranked second for acquiring news. It was the first for 8 of 24 topics and second for 
5 more. Search stands for browsers, meaning Google and similar. 70% of millennials use 
search for price comparisons, 61% for hobbies, 60% for how-to information and 58% for 
researching jobs related topics.   
 
There was no other platform prevailing on 6 or more of 24 topics, therefore the other sources 
besides Facebook and search are considered dispersed. However, there are many strong 
opinions regarding social media as a news source, lots of them negative. In the qualitative 
interviews, many respondents have stated that they are starting to see Facebook as a place 
prone to negativity or used to start problematic political, religious or other arguments. 
Furthermore, as the greatest news-related argument, many respondents are of the opinion 
that it is filled with inadequate, imprecise or unreliable information.  
 
The variable determining the path of accessing information is not related so much to the 
person accessing the information; rather to the topic she or he is researching. Every single 
one of the survey participants uses a blend of paths to news, mixing social media, search, 
news aggregators, news websites, newspapers and television.  
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For easier understanding of which kinds of news sources are used for what kind of 
information, they have summed up the kinds of information into three categories. First 
category is the “soft topics”, such as pop culture, music, film, TV, style and beauty and 
entertainment. Second category is “hard topics”, referring to government, business, 
international news, health care, the environment, traffic and weather. The third and final 
category is the “news you can use”, where you can find advice or how-to information, 
information related to hobbies, job, industry, and product research or price comparisons. 
 
The results were the following: social platforms prevail as the pathway to “soft topics” 
news, original reporting sources predominate for “hard topics” news (original reporting are 
content creators with teams of news gatherers, whether TV, radio, newspapers or online 
sources) and lastly, the search engines and news aggregators are the source of “news you can 
use”. 
 
Diving deeply into a topic  
 
Disregarding of how they first discovered the news, when millennials want to learn more 
about a certain topic, they almost always turn straight to search engines. Furthermore, after 
seeing news on Facebook of which they are not completely certain to be true, they go to a 
search engine, which is clearly a gateway to plenty other sources, most commonly 
aggregated or specialized news websites. 
 
Paths to information when in need  
 
Information sources for news are usually not targeted to a specific event, rather broadly 
scanning the area of news, which is of significant interest to the individual. However when 
in need, the search path for millennials differs from the above described one. In the moment 
of need, 87% of generation Y members turn to search engines first, according to Think With 
Google. Furthermore, they are twice as likely to use search engines in comparison to usage 
of Facebook or other social media, visiting a store or making a phone call.  
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Picture 3: How needs are addressed by millennials 
 

 
 

Source: Google/Purchased Digital Diary, “How Consumers Solve Their Needs in the Moment”, May 2016 
 
As visible in picture 3, focusing on search engine optimization (SEO) is crucial when trying 
to gain millennials. Search engine optimization’s aim is to position your website as high as 
possible on the results list when keywords, matching those for your product or service, are 
searched for. For millennials, and increasingly also for generation X, lack of appearance on 
the first page of search engine’s results page signals lack of seriousness and credibility.  
 
When unsure how to do begin with a certain process to solve a problem, millennials rely 
heavily on the internet to provide them with instructions. Whether step by step written 
guides, instructional YouTube videos, or by another simple way, the process must be clearly 
shown in order to make the solution seem simply accessible to a millennial.  
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Furthermore, according to a report from the Boston Consulting Group, one of the primary 
attitudes discovered with this generation is: “I trust my friends more than “corporate 
mouthpieces.” Having satisfied clients speaking nicely of your business is a major 
component of successfully selling to millennials. They must be perceived as the company’s 
advocates. Combining the two factors described above; usage of search engines and the 
positive opinion of a client lead us to the most effective way to distribute testimonials – 
online reviews. 84% of millennials report that user generated content influences their buying 
decisions and 29% of them will not complete a purchase of an insurance product without 
viewing user generated content about it (American Press Institute, 2015). 
 
Generation Y profiles for insurers  
 
A research made by Deloitte divides millennials into various profiles and correlates their 
characteristics with implications for insurers. The profiles are Financial freshmen profile, 
Independently dependent profile, Practically motivated profile, Tech savvy profile, 
Entrepreneurial profile, Diverse profile and Socially mindful profile.  
 
Financial freshmen are financially aware, but have difficulties with implementation. They 
lack confidence in financial decisions, find insurance products too complex and may not 
understand the need for risk protection. The opportunity for insurance is to educate them 
about the need of risk protection and offer advice.  
 
Independently dependent profiles seek guidance in purchase decisions; want 
recommendations and validation from personal or professional network. At this point, the 
insurance can offer them professional advice and works on reviews or referrals for the 
purpose of personal network recommendations. 
 
The practically motivated have the priority of observing the price performance. They focus 
on price, expect good performance and are prone to switching providers. Recommendations 
for insurances is making value and convenience essential to their offering and perhaps 
starting to cultivate millennials’ loyalty. 
 
The tech savvy profile is the group that is even more technological than this entire 
generation by default. They are avid web and mobile users. A clear recommendation is 
integration of technology in their offering and providing a good user experience.  
 
The entrepreneurial profile are obviously existing or potential entrepreneurs, and are perfect 
for insurance companies to start exploring this generation’s expectations of B2B insurance.  
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The diverse profile is full of racially and ethnically diverse people with diverse professional 
experience. An insurance company has on opportunity of attracting them with a customer 
experience that caters this diversity. 
 
Last but not least, the socially mindful profile values altruism and environmentalism. This 
offers an opportunity of building relationships on values (Deloitte, 2008). 
 
2 EMPIRICAL RESEARCH 
 
With the empirical research regarding millennials’ attitude towards automobiles and 
automobile insurance I will verify the theoretical background presented in the first, 
theoretical part of this masters thesis. In the empirical part of this thesis, I will research this 
generation in terms of their usage of cars, the attitude towards them and towards the car’s 
insurance, how they currently deal with these processes and correlate it with their life style 
factors. 
 
The first step of an empirical research is definition of the problem and goals of the research. 
Based on the content of the questionnaire and the goals of the research, I will choose the 
most adequate methodology, sample and kind of questionnaire.  
 
Goals of the research  
 
According to the literature overview I have provided earlier, we can make plenty 
assumptions regarding the generation of millennials in the US and Western EU, as that is the 
origin of most of the articles I referred to. One of my purposes is checking if the Slovenian 
youth is any different in the most powerful characteristics of this generation.  
 
After the review of domestic and foreign literature and past researches, their analyses and 
conclusions of the authors, also I have conducted a research based on an online 
questionnaire among millennials in Slovenia. In the research, I was looking at the 
demographics, lifestyle and automobile related topics; driving and insurance. Considering 
the fact that millennials are not very fond of autonomy early in life, I have included their 
parents in the questionnaire to see how much they still lean onto them regarding certain 
responsibilities and how many decisions they take on their own. At first, my aim was to 
research the key factors of decision making for millennials on the topic of automobile 
insurance. However, during the time of my research and literature overview, I have started 
to suspect that the real question with this generation is not how they decide but instead: Who 
decides? Yes, the insurance policy holders are millennials, but who are the buyers and 
decision makers?  
 
What are the life style factors of millennials, who already purchase their own insurance and 
those, who still rely on their parents for this matter. Additionally, the goal is to determine 
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through which channels they research and purchase insurance and how could an insurance 
company persuade them to purchase insurance online. Lastly, the goal is to discover the 
perception of automobile insurance of millennials’ generation. In the analysis, I will be 
correlating their level of autonomy in general with the insurance purchases and their life 
style. The research problem is represented by this new generation’s characteristics and their 
implications for insurance industry.  
 
2.1  Research methodology 

 
According to the light language, topic and target audience of the questionnaire, I have 
distributed it through social media, mostly Facebook, where it has reached approximately 
2500 people. I managed to gather 321 adequately responded questionnaires, but 230 
completely filled out. Nevertheless, in my analysis I have also used the answers from the 
partly filled questionnaires (n=321). I have been gathering the data in April and May of 
2018. The questionnaire includes 29 questions. One of the questions offered inadequate 
answers (not all possible answers were presented), so it will be left out of the analysis. All of 
the questions but one are closed type, 6 of them including a 5-option Likert scale and 6 of 
them are demographic questions. The rest of the questions are either automobile or lifestyle 
related.  
 
After gathering a sufficient number of answers to my online questionnaire, I have exported 
the data into an MS Excel file, where I got acquainted with the answers. I adequately sorted 
the answers, created visual representations of them to be able to interpret them better. 
Firstly, I have sorted the answers by demographic data of the respondents in order to get a 
view of the bigger picture. I have analysed the demographic data and descriptive statistics of 
the indicators. For the hypotheses testing I have used the T-test and Anova. The 
characteristics of the sample are shown and explained among individual variables, with 
which I have checked the set hypotheses. The statistical testing was made at the significance 
level of alpha: 0,05. I have used StatPlus on MS Excel.  
 
Hypotheses  
 
Millenials are living and breathing with technology. They are so technologically savvy and 
accustomed to technological support on every step of the way, that there are substantial 
differences between communication millennial - millennial or millennial – a member of 
another generation. (Deal, Altman, & Rogelberg, 2010). 
 
Usually slang, clothes and styles are the ones that really change from generation to 
generation. However, this time, a really big discontinuity has taken place. It might even be 
called a “singularity” – an event that changes things so fundamentally that there is no going 
back. This singularity is the arrival and intense, rapid dissemination of digital technology. 
This is the first generation that grew up with this technology, and the effects are clear. An 
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average millennial has spent less than 5000 hours of his or her life reading, but over 30000 
hours playing video games or watching TV (Prensky, 2001). 
 
When it comes to purchasing behaviour and means of purchase, 67% of millennials shop 
online and they spend about 6 hours per week doing it. 43% of this generation shop online 
while still in bed, 23 while in the office and 20% from the bathroom (Loretto, 2017). Based 
on the literature review, my first hypothesis speaks of millennials buying insurance online.  
 
H1: Most of the millennials conduct their insurance through the internet or mobile apps. 
 
Moving out of your parents house and establishing a household on your own is considered 
an important milestone in the shift to adulthood. The decision of this transition may be 
affected by many variables. For some people the economic conditions are the ones 
determining the timing; as soon as they feel they are financially safe and stable, they will 
move out. However, for some people it is the emotional component and internal feeling of 
dependency on parents. Until they feel the need for and the ability of independence, they 
will live with their parents (Dey & Pierret, 2014). 
 
In the U.S., still living with parents is the most common accommodation for young people 
between eighteen and thirty-four. Nearly one third of millennials live with their parents, 
slightly more than the proportion living with their spouses or partners. This is the first time 
that living with parents have outgrew living with a partner since the start of record keeping 
in 1880, according to Pew Research Centre. The remaining members of this generation live 
alone, with their friends, college dorms or other relatives (Fry, 2016). 
 
The factors influencing the decision to live alone are closely connected and in many cases 
overlap with the factors influencing taking on additional responsibilities, like buying your 
own automobile insurance. Therefore, my second hypothesis is regarding the correlation of 
millennials living on their own and buying their own insurance.  
 
H2: Among millennials, those who already live on their own, the significantly higher share 
already takes care of their own insurance. 
 
Questionnaire  
 
To gain the desired data I have used the method of quantitative research by an online 
questionnaire. The questionnaire is build of three parts, the demographic data, the life style 
data and automobile/insurance related data.  
 
With questions 1, 2, 7, 20 and 27, I was researching the respondents’ lifestyle. With the first 
question I was gathering information about whether they still live with their parents or alone. 
With the second question, I was asking them are they single or in a relationship and do they 
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use mobile apps for the intention of finding a partner. Question number 7 was inquiring who 
they refer to as their family, and in the 20th question I have been asking them about their 
habit – smoking. 27th question includes a Likert scale, so the respondents can express the 
level of their agreement to 8 statements regarding how they are spending their free time.  
 
Excluding the question number 7, questions from 3 to 11, 18, 19, 21 – 26 and 18 are 
collecting data regarding automobile usage and automobile insurance. With questions 3-11 I 
was asking the respondents about car ownership, daily and yearly mileage, alcohol and 
driving, where they park their car, how much they use it and whether they travel using their 
car. Questions from 18 on are inquiring about automobile insurance, channels of purchasing 
it, if not - why not online, who takes care of that, what is the decision process like and a few 
general questions. Questions 23, 24, 25, 26 and 28 include a Likert scale with 5 levels. 
 
Demographic characteristics of respondents’ are inquired in questions 12 to 17. They 
include questions about gender, age, education, employment status, population of the 
respondents’ hometown and monthly budget.  
 
I have reviewed the questionnaire with my mentor and with employees of Adriatic Slovenica 
d.d. to confirm that it is academically adequate and useful in practice. Then, I sent it to 5 test 
respondents and optimized it according to their feedback. Once it was ready I have activated 
it and shared it through social media, mostly Facebook.  
 
2.2 Participants profile  
 
As explained above, the demographic data was gained with answers to questions 12 to 17. 
There were three hundred twenty-one respondents and as visible from the table below, 33% 
of those were male and 67% were female.  
 

Table 1: Structure of the sample by gender 
 

Gender Male Female 
Share of respondents  33% 67% 

 
The biggest share, 56% of respondents was 22 to 25 years old. The following age group is 
26 to 29 years old with 20% share. 11% of respondents were 18 to 21 years old and 6% was 
30 to 33 years old. The cumulative of remaining respondents does not exceed 10% (Picture 
4). 
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Picture 4: Structure of the sample by age 
 

 
 
One must note that this question holds data regarding participants’ current education, but 
many of them are still in process of studying, so this is not their final education. In the field 
of education, two groups have equal shares of 29%; those with high school education and 
those with college education. 12% of the respondents have successfully finished high school 
of professions (srednja strokovna izobrazba) and 10% have finished trade college (višja 
strokovna izobrazba).  There are 9% of those that have finished junior college (visoka 
strokovna izobrazba) and 8% with a specialized masters or doctors degree. The remaining 2 
percent has lower or middle craft school education (nižja ali srednja poklicna izobrazba).  
 

Picture 5: Structure of the sample by education 
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As stated in the paragraph above, many respondents are still in the process of education, 
which is also clear from Picture 6. 55% of the respondents are still students, followed by 
already employed, which represent 42%. Only 4% of them are unemployed. 
 

Picture 6: Structure of the sample by employment status 
 

 
 
Finally, I was looking into the monthly budget of the sample because it is an important 
factor to consider when researching insurance purchases. The biggest share of 38% has a 
monthly budget up to 500 euro, closely followed by 500 to 1000 euro with 31%. 21% of 
respondents have 1001 to 1500 euro of monthly budget and 11% have a monthly budget 
over 1500 euro. 
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Picture 7: The proportion of sample in different income brackets

 
 
2.3 Research limitations 
 
 I have tried to minimize the limitations of my research, but they still exist and it is 
important to be aware of them when making conclusions. Firstly, my sample size is 321, 
which is not a small sample but not a very big one either. When trying to project results on 
the entire population, it is less reliable than a bigger sample would be. Secondly, my 
questionnaire was built in Slovene language to avoid any false answers as the result of not 
understanding the question or answers correctly. I have distributed it on Facebook, shared it 
from my account to various groups I am a member of and my friends shared it further. 
Consequently, most of the respondents are my acquaintances or friends, which represents a 
certain social bias, because my respondents are not coming from “all paths of life”. 
Furthermore, there is a geographical bias, because Slovenia is a small county with no big 
cities, which influences the respondents’ commuting habits. 67% of my respondents are 
females, which also represents a gender bias. Besides for these limitations, there are also 
limitations of the research method I was using – the questionnaire.  
 
Questionnaires do not offer the opportunity to follow up ideas and further clarify any issues 
(in contrast, interviews do). Fixed-choice questionnaires assume an unstated general 
knowledge of the topic of the questionnaire, which in turn forces the respondent to answer 
questions she or he might have different or no understanding of. The questionnaire has no 
means of correcting influence based on exogenous factors such as education, culture, age or 
societal status  
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The strengths of this research is the first-mover advantage, since no one has researched this 
in such depths and with such correlations yet. Furthermore, the questionnaire was created in 
collaboration with one of the largest insurance companies in Slovenia, which gave me the 
opportunity of industry insights already before forming the questions. 
 

3. RESULTS ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
 
3.1 Autonomy level 
 
Separation from parents is one of the key factors that differentiate millennials from previous 
generations. Therefore, in the first question, I was asking the respondents whether they still 
live with their parents, alone/with roommates or with their partner. As visible in the picture 
9 below, by far the most - 61% still live with their parents, 22% with their partner and 17% 
of respondents live alone or with flatmates.  
 

Picture 8: Accommodation among respondents 
 

  
In contrast to living on their own, millennials are making steps towards freedom and 
autonomy in connection to having their own car. As seen from picture 10, 48% of 
respondents already drive their own car, 33% share a family car and only 19% of all 
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respondents are car drivers, so the 19% not owning a car still drive a car, but it belongs to 
someone else.  
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Furthermore, the literature suggests a sharp decline in car ownership among the generation 
of millennials. “They’re living in cities more frequently than their parents,” Sam 
Abuelsamid, Navigant Research said, adding that millennials have “a more flexible lifestyle 
enabled by technology” and “don’t have the need or the desire to own a car, even though 
they increasingly have the financial ability.” That may change, he noted, but it’s too soon to 
tell. University of Michigan’s Kelley agreed: “It appears that younger people are willing to 
treat transportation as an on-demand service, rather than paying the fixed price of owning a 
car.”  

There are many possible reasons for this difference between what the theory suggests and 
the results I have got from my research. The difference might be due to geographical 
position and the small size of Slovenia, the lack of underground trains for more efficient 
public transport or some other factor. There are also certain sources claiming that the 
concern of millennials not being interested in buying cars is largely misplaced. An article 
in Wards Auto claims that the weak sales were not really so much a reflection of the 
generation’s attitudes toward cars but were really consequences of the Great Recession and 
their lack of resources. Millennials are just arriving to their peak car-buying years, the article 
said. 
 

Picture 9: Car ownership among respondents 
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correlated to age (see picture 10).  Therefore, I have made the correlation and came to the 
findings that 100% of respondents aged 18 to 21 perceive their parents and siblings as their 
family, while of those aged 22-25, 4% already considers their partner and a pet as their 
family and 2% already have children. Of those aged 26-29 a lower share, 74% perceive their 
parents and siblings as their family, while for 17% it’s their partner and child, and for 9% 
it’s their partner and pet. During the age of 30 and 33 my respondents were almost equally 
dispersed throughout the answers. The biggest share of 42% still perceived their parents and 
siblings as their family, but equal shares of 29% state their partners and pets or children as 
their families. Surprisingly, among respondents aged from 34 to 37, the share of those 
stating their parents and siblings as their family grew again to 57%. There were none living 
with partner and a pet, but 43% already with children. During the age 38-41 the share of 
those still calling their family their parents and siblings grew again to 75% and there were 
only 25% of respondents with children, while in the next age group; from 42 to 45, the 
results are exactly reverse. There are 75% with children and 25% still referring to parents 
and siblings as their family.  
 

Picture 10: Breakdown by the meaning of family – by age 
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3.2 Insurance purchase process 
 
When discovering the first steps people take when deciding on insurance, I have made 5 
statements and compared the degree to which respondents agree with them (Picture 11 
below). Most agreed-with two statements with an arithmetic mean of 2.9 claimed that they 
ask their parents for advice or go to the insurance company where they are personally 
insured and buy car insurance as well. The third and the fourth most common answer also 
have the same arithmetic mean of 2.5, which is the most neutral value between agreeing and 
disagreeing. The statements with the mean of 2.5 are “I start investigating with Google” and 
“I ask my friends for opinions”. Further, there was slight disagreeing (2.4) with asking 
parents for advice and strong disagreeing (1.7) with solving the issues using social media.   
 
The neutrality of statement that suggests researching with Google is especially interesting, 
because it is in contrast to the literature I have overviewed in this thesis. As stated above in 
the findings of American Press Institute’s research, in the moment of need, 87% of 
generation Y members turn to search engines first, according to Think With Google. 
Furthermore, they are twice as likely to use search engines in comparison to usage of 
Facebook or other social media, visiting a store or making a phone call. In my questionnaire, 
more respondents agree with going to the store than searching on Google.  
 

Picture 11: The average consent with different statements on approaches to deciding on 
insurance (on 1-5) 
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Question number 19 was my only open question, where I was asking the respondents about 
what could make them switch to purchasing insurance online or though mobile apps (picture 
13). The answers were completely repetitive, so I have united them into 3 main answers. The 
ones who only wrote no or a dash were united with the “I do not know” group, which 
represents 42% of al respondents. The second biggest group of 33% represents those where 
the main factor is the price. Finally, 25% could be convinced by simplicity of the interface, 
well presented information and speed of the process. 
 

Picture 12: Factors that could pursuade millennials into purchasing insurance online 
 

 
 
As stated in the literature overview many times, parents tend to take care of millennials until 
a very late age. For insurance companies to know who to target with advertisement, it is very 
important to know who actually buys the insurance – millennials or their parents? As seen in 
picture 14, by far the biggest share of 45% has never before bought insurance on their own. 
The second share of 25% represents those, who have been buying their own insurance since 
they were insuring their car, which shows a great contrast in how this generation is raised. 
Thirdly, 13% of respondents have bought insurance on their own for the first time when they 
were 20 years old and 9% when they were 21 to 23 years old. The last 7% have bought the 
insurance on their own for the first time when they were 24 years old or older.  
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Picture 13: The proportion of respondents by age when they first bought insurance on their 
own 

 

 
 
Picture 14 below represents how the respondents have stated their agreement with 
statements regarding how they remember when to prolong their insurance. The answers 
were offered in a 5-degree Likert scale and shown in this chart are arithmetic means of each 
statement. The statement with the highest average rate of agreement is “My agent reminds 
me shortly before” with an average of 2.8. This data can be easily connected to picture 12, 
where we can see that 44% of respondents buy insurance through insurance agents. The 
second highest rated statement is “My parents still take care of this” with an arithmetic mean 
of 2.5. Similarly, in picture 14 we can observe that 45% of respondents have never before 
bough insurance on their own, which is in accordance to the high rating of this statement. 
The third highest rated statement, which indicated slight disagreement is “My parents 
remind me” with 2.4 and the last, strong disagreement with 1.8 is “My partner takes care of 
this”, which makes sense due to the age structure of my respondents.  
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Picture 14: The average consent with different statements on approaches on remembering 

when to prolong their insurance (on Likert scale 1-5)   
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Picture 15: The average consent with different statements on respondents’ car usage 
purposes (on Likert scale 1-5)   

 

 
 

When asking respondents about the usual passengers in their car, there were two statements 
with the highest rate of agreement, 3.9 (see picture 16). The most common passengers in 
their cars are friends, or no one - they drive alone. The third most common passenger is their 
partner with the average mean of 3.4. Since the rate for the passengers being their kids is 
below 2,5 it means that they on average disagree with that statement.  

 
Picture 16: The average consent with different statements on usual car passengers (on 

Likert scale 1-5)   
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In question number 11, I was asking the respondents about the frequency of their car usage 
and the responses are shown in picture 17. The majority of my respondents with a 54% share 
drive their car daily. Following with a 25% share were those, who drive their car a few times 
per week. The third group with 11% are people who do not use their car at all. The 
remaining 10% are spread between driving on the weekends, couple of times per month and 
once per month or less, where the first two options have 5% and 4%, leaving the final with 
only 1% of respondents. 
 

Picture 17: The proportion of respondents’ by their frequency of car usage 
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When asking people how they spent their free time, they agree the strongest on spending it 
with their friends (4.2) and second on spending it with their family or partner (4.1). Many of 
them also do sports and spend time in nature (3.7), use apps (3.6) and watches TV series 
(3.5). The lowest rate of agreeing was at spending free time on reading or otherwise 
educating (3.4). On average, they are neutral about agreeing with not having free time.  
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Picture 18: The average consent with different statements on respondents’ use of free time 

(on Likert scale 1-5)	
	

 
 
 
3.5 Hypothesis testing 
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agents and sales representatives are a key part of their marketing and insuring (Dimovski, & 
Volarič Prijatelj, 2000, p. 57-58). In accordance, by far the greatest share, 44% of 
respondents have stated that they purchase insurance through an insurance agent. The 
second largest share did not choose a channel, because they simply do not purchase their 
own insurance. Therefore, the second largest chosen channel is purchasing insurance 
directly at the insurance company with 18% of respondents. Only 10% of respondents buy 
insurance online and 0% through a mobile app.  
 

Picture 19: The structure of respondents’ channels of insurance purchasing 
 

 
 
Since online represents the least common chosen channel it is quite clear that I am not going 
to confirm my hypothesis, but I will prove statistic significance on non-rejecting the null 
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negative, so my first hypothesis is rejected. 
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Table 2: T test of online channels used for insurance purchasing 

 
Summary Alpha: 0,05     

Count Mean Std dev Std error 
251 0,099601594 0,30007 0,01894 

    
T-test (one-tailed)        

Hyp mean P-value t-crit  sig 
0,05 0,00468 2,618877183 yes 
0,15 0,9958517 -2,660947499 no 
0,5 1 -21,14033389 no 

 
 

- HYPOTHESIS 2: Of all millennials, those who live on their own, are taking care of their 
insurance in a significantly higher share.  
 
As seen from picture 8: Accommodation of respondents, it is visible that 61% of my 
respondents still live at home with their parents and 39% live alone, with their friends or 
partners. I have conducted an ANOVA – Analysis of Variance on that data in correlation 
with the answers to “When was the first time you bought your own insurance”, the answers 
to which are shown in picture 13. Below is the table used to produce this analysis. 
 

Table 3: Table of breakdown accommodation/insurance purchase 
 

Do	you	live	on	your	own?	 Still	at	home	with	
my	parents	

Alone	or	with	
flatmates	

With	my	
partner	

The	first	time	I	bought	car	insurance	
on	my	own	was...	

	 	 	

At	the	age	of	20	 43%	 23%	 33%	
At	the	age	of	21-23	 55%	 20%	 25%	
At	the	age	of	24-26	 40%	 30%	 30%	
At	the	age	of	27+	 29%	 0%	 71%	

On	my	own?	Maybe	next	year.	 67%	 20%	 13%	
 
I took the answers of the question about buying car insurance and I made a breakdown by 
the answers to the question of accommodation. The independent variable is their way of 
accommodation, while the dependent variable is the time when they first bough insurance on 
their own. By the values I got in this table, I have conducted one-way analysis of variance.  
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Table 4: Anova test of correlation between millennials’ accommodation and taking care of 
their own insurance 

 
       
Summary             

Groups Sample 
size 

Sum Mean Variance   

Still at home with my 
parents 

6 2.89 0.48167 0.01818   

Alone or with flatmates 6 1.1 0.18333 0.01003   
With my partner 6 2. 0.33333 0.03883   

       
ANOVA       

Source of Variation SS df MS F p-level F crit 
Between Groups 0.26701 2 0.13351 5.97519 1.23438% 3.68232 
Within Groups 0.33515 15 0.02234    

       
Total 0.60216 17        

 
As we can see from the Anova test, P is 1,2%, which is below 5%. Therefore, we can say 
that whether millennials still live with their parents or not is a statistically significant factor 
in purchasing their own insurance. Furthermore, the significantly higher share of those 
already living alone purchase their own insurance, so we can reject the null hypothesis and 
confirm hypothesis 2.  
 
CONCLUSION  
 
Society changes constantly and it is visible in every segment of our lives. There is an 
abundance of literature regarding how to cope with millennials inside the organizations, as 
employees, because this generation is simply too different to be handled the same as the 
previous ones. My view is based on the other side. I believe that some industries, like 
insurance industry, will have to change their value propositions quite fundamentally. Not 
necessarily their core offering, although there are very strong forces shaping that area as 
well, but primarily I was referring to the experience a consumer gets. It might be the user 
interface, the way of communication to the consumers and the actual process of selling.  
 
The first misconception I have noticed is that insurance companies often state that they do 
not know how to attract millennials, how to do marketing to target millennials, how to sell to 
millennials; all of those issues are based on specific characteristics of this generation. 
However, what I have been discovering throughout this research is, that at this point in time, 
they are wrong in one basic assumption, which ironically is also a characteristic of 
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millennials. The insurance companies believe they are selling to the millennials just because 
the insurance policy holders are millennials. However, they do not take into account one of 
the strongest and best-known characteristics of millennials and their parents; the unusual 
transition of autonomy. As visible from the above stated research results, the insurance 
companies are not really targeting millennials when selling to them; they are actually selling 
to their parents. Surely, this will be changing in the following years, because this generation 
is ageing and soon enough they will start buying their own insurance. This knowledge of 
selling to millennials might be useful also in the future when members of generation Z will 
be getting insured and their parents, the millennials, will be the ones purchasing it.   
 
Focusing the sales channels to online increases efficiency. It lowers the cost of labour 
significantly and enables great scalability. Furthermore, in the insurance industry it is 
especially beneficial for the company to sell online, because by far the biggest share of sales 
occur through insurance agents. Insurance agents are not only costly, but also have a 
potential issue of conflict of interest with the insurance company, due to the provision 
schemes. Therefore, getting as many sales as possible online is of extreme importance for 
insurance industry. When asking the question of what could make the consumers purchase 
insurance online, the answers were very straightforward. Lower price and clear information. 
Lowering the prices in online sales happens quite automatically when all the costs connected 
to selling disappear. Try to be as transparent as possible.  
 
As already stated in the paragraph above, when asking millennials what would persuade 
them to purchase insurance online, they have given answers like low prices and a quick, nice 
purchase process with all necessary but none redundant information. Since we have already 
paid a fair amount of attention to the prices above, lets focus on the user interface now. 
When creating a user interface for millennials, the most important factors are simplicity and 
efficiency, showing transparency through communicating information in a clear way. In 
order to make a great user experience for millennials, the best person to make it is also a 
millennial. Growing up with technology is one of the key differentiators of this generation 
and as a consequence they are extremely demanding when it comes to user experiences. As 
an employer, this can be used to your advantage, because this generation is also very 
demanding of themselves.  
 
Many of the insurance products insuring millennials are still bought by their parents, so 
insurance companies are not actually targeting millennials. Yet, at some point, they will 
need to start buying their own insurance. According to this research, that is when they move 
out of their parents’ house. This is their big leap towards autonomy and they will start 
switching the responsibilities from their parents to themselves. Therefore, target the people 
moving out of their parents’ home, searching for apartments, visiting Ikea or other furniture 
stores. 
According to a report from the Deloitte, one of the primary attitudes discovered with this 
generation is: “I trust my friends more than “corporate mouthpieces.” If a company is selling 
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to millennials, having clients speaking nicely of your business is a major component of a 
successful selling process. People who have already experienced your service/products and 
decide to share their opinions about it are perceived as the company’s advocates. Combining 
millennials’ usage of search engines and the positive opinion of a client lead us to the most 
effective way to distribute testimonials – online reviews. 84% of millennials report that user 
generated content influences their buying decisions and 29% of them will not complete a 
purchase of an insurance product without viewing user generated content about it.  
(American Press Institute, 2015) 
 
Within the research for this thesis, I started opening some narrower topics and research 
problems, which I could not attend to, but would deserve attention. Firstly, we have learned 
that moving out of the parents’ house is a key factor in insurance purchaser transition. 
Before the children move out, the parents mostly purchase insurance for them, and after 
moving out, millennials start purchasing their own insurance. In a wider perspective, this can 
be seen as a trigger in the transition of autonomy, which if being researched further, could 
bring meaningful results.  
 
Secondly, one of the strongest characteristics of the millennials is that they are 
technologically savvy and want to do everything online. Many products and services have 
successfully at least partly migrated to online, but not insurance industry. I believe value 
would be added to this field by further research of why this industry is having a harder time 
migrating to online than others. It would be interesting to research if it depends on the 
geographical location or is the situation the same everywhere in the world, is it a matter of a 
habit or if the issues lie in lack of trust. 
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Appendix A: Povzetek 
 
Odnos milenijcev do avtomobilov in avtomobilskega zavarovanja 
 
V magistrskem delu povzemam rezultate raziskave odnosa milenijske generacije do 
avtomobilov in avtomobilskih zavarovanj. V teoretičnem delu sem imela cilj raziskati že 
izvedene raziskave na tem področju, v empiričnem delu pa sem globje raziskala generacijo 
glede njihove uporabe avtomobila, njihovega odnosa do avtomobilov in zavarovanj, kako 
trenutno to opravljajo in kako se vsi te faktorji povezujejo z lastnostmi njihovega stila 
življenja. Na koncu sem združila rezultate teoretičnega in empiričnega dela in pridobila 
rezultate, uporabne za podjetja. 
 
Namen magistrske naloge je ugotoviti kako naj se panoga zavarovalništva prilagodi kot 
posledica generacijskih razlik med trenutnimi držalci kupne moči in odraščajočo generacijo, 
ki prihaja na to pozicijo – milenijci.  
 
V nalogi sem preverila naslednji domnevi:  
 

1. Večina milenijcev zavarovanja sklepa na spletu.  
2. Tisti milenijci, ki živijo v lastnem gospodinjstvu, v statistično značilno večji meri 

urejajo lastno zavarovanje, kot tisti, ki še živijo pri starših. 
 
Prvo poglavje predstavlja teoretični del, drugo poglavje pa empirični del magistrskega dela. 
V prvem delu prvega poglavja se osredotočim na pregled domače in tuje znanstvene 
literature na področju avtomobilskega zavarovanja. Začnem s splošno predstavitvijo 
koncepta avtomobilskega zavarovanja, ter nadaljujem s pregledom literature na področju 
zavarovanja mladih. V drugem delu prvega poglavja izvedem pregled domače in tuje 
znanstvene literature o generaciji milenijcev. Drugi del se nadaljuje z preučevanjem odnosa 
milenijcev do lastništva avtomobila, ki zajema tudi ostale aspekte lastništva, vključujoč 
zavarovanje. Ker so milenijci generacija, ki se najbolj očitno razlikuje od prejšnjih iz vidika 
želje po samostojnosti, pravtako pa ima to veliko povezavo z odgovornostjo, sem temu 
posvetila celotno točko. V zadnjem delu teoretičnega preučevanja milenijcev sem 
preučevala načine, preko katerih milenijci dostopajo do informacij, saj sem s tem povezala 
prodajo in informiranje glede zavarovanj z generacijo, ki jo preučujem. Drugo poglavje, ki 
predstavlja zasnovo empiričnega dela, je namenjeno razlagi načina raziskave in 
metodologije, ki je bila uporabljena. Podrobno sem opisala tudi vprašalnik po tematskih 
sklopih in spremenljivih tipih vprašanj. Predstavljeni so demografski podatki sodelujočih v 
raziskavi in omejitve raziskave. V tretjem delu predstavim analizo rezultatov, ki jih spremlja 
interpretacija. Zaključek je sestavljen iz predlogov za praktično uporabo izsledkov iz 
magistrskega dela.  
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Zavarovalnišvo  
 
Zavarovalništvo je postala izredno pomembna panoga in brez zavarovanj si težko 
predstavljamo življenje v današnjem času. Boncelj (1983, stran 13) definira zavarovanje kot 
“ustvarjanje ekonomske varnosti z izravnavanjem gospodarske nevarnosti.” Zavarovanje 
lahko definiramo tudi kot zagotavljanje finančne varnosti v primeru neugodnih dogodkov, ki 
se nam lahko pripetijo. Plačevanje zavarovalniške premije nam lahko v primeru takih 
dogodkov omogoči, da si ekonomsko opomoremo. (Kačar, 2010)  
 
Zavarovalništvo v sodobni družbi igra izredno pomembno vlogo. Glavne funkcije 
zavarovanja so preventivna funkcija, finančna funkcija in socialna funkcija. Kot preventivna 
funkcija zavarovalništvo igra vlogo z ozaveščanjem, izobraževanjem, promocijo zaščitnih 
ukrepov in podobnimi aktivnostmi, ki znižujejo verjetnost za škodne dogodke. Finančna 
funkcija je povezana s pridobivanjem sredstev, ki jih je zavarovanec izgubil pri škodnem 
dogodku, socialna funkcija pa je pomembna na nivoju posameznika, saj škodni dogodek 
lahko prinese materialne posledice, ki močno vplivajo na življenski stil posameznika, če le-
ta ni zavarovan.  
 
Zavarovanje milenijcev 
 
Način kako milenijci sklepajo zavarovanja vpliva na panogo v treh različnih načinih. Prvič, 
niso povezani in aktivni v odnosu do podjetja. Aktivno povezana generacija običajno sloni 
na svoji prvotni zavarovalnici, se ne posveča toliko ceni in pri njih kupi mnogo različnih 
produktov. Veliko teže dajejo tudi na priporočila. Drugič, milenijci niso preveč odzivni in 
zaupljivi do oglaševanja. Odrastli so z oglasi na vsakem koraku, zato so bolj skeptični. 
Posledično več pozornosti posvečajo priporočlom s strani družine, prijateljev in družabnih 
omrežij. Tretjič, ko pride do odločanja o zavarovanju, se zanašajo na starše kolikor dolgo 
je mogoče. Tudi kasneje, ko se začnejo sami zavarovati, je verjetnost, da bodo izbrali 
zavarovalnico staršev, velika. (StateCE, 2017). 
 
Prodaja zavarovanj 
 
Najpogostejši dve veji prodaje zavarovalništva sta še vedno prodaja preko okenca in preko 
prodajnih zastopnikov, ki sta tudi najbolj tradicionalna načina. Način prodaje, ki pa ga 
zavarovalnice želijo vpeljati, pa niso najbolj uspešna, pa je prodaja preko spleta. Iz tega 
razloga sem se osredotočila na razloge, zakaj je tradicionalna prodaja bolj uspešna in 
primerna za zavarovalništvo, ter kako doseči preskok na spletno prodajo zavarovanj.  
 
Trendi v panogi 
 
Zavarovalniška panoga se sooča z disruptivnimi časi. Sprememba je postala nova 
normalnost in tehnologija odpira nove priložnosti za boljše, učinkovitejše in prilagojene 
poslovne modele. Digitalizacija postaja poslovna mantra in zavarovalnice si želijo novih 
načinov zbiranja, analiziranja in uporabe podatkov na bolj efektiven nalin. Na področju 
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avtomobilskega zavarovanja trije glavni dejavniki napovedujejo disrupcijo panoge v bližnji 
prihodnosti. To so samovozeča vozila, ekonomija delitve in blockchain.  
 
Milenijci 
 
Generacija milenijcev, znana tudi pod imenom generacija Y, vključuje rojene med 1980 in 
2000. Milenijci so ločeni od prejšnje generacije X, pravtako pa od naslednje generacije Z. 
Kot pri vsaki generaciji, so tudi milenijci oblikovani s strani sveta, v katerem so odraščali 
(Howe, Strauss, 2009). 
 
Generacija milenijcev je tehnološko napredna, saj so odrastli s tehnologijo in se nanjo 
zanašajo skoraj vsak trenutek svojih življenj. Uporabljajo prenosne računalnike, pametne 
telephone, pametne ure in ostale pripomočke od trenutka, ko se zbudijo, do trenutka, ko 
zaspijo. Vajeni so kontinuirane komunikacije po večih kanalih hkrati in si ne znajo 
zamišljati sveta brez interneta (Kelly, 2017). 
 
Hiter in delovno intenzivni življenski stil ni tako priljubljen med to generacijo, kot je bil 
med prejšnjimi. Bolj kot denar cenijo fleksibilne urnike, kvalitetno preživet čas s svojo 
družino in v splošnem boljše ravnotežje med delom in življenjem. Ne gre za to, da ne bi bili 
predani svojim službam, imajo le drugačno vizijo delovnega življenja (Deal, Altman & 
Rogelberg, 2010). 
 

Odnos do avtomobila 

 
Že preko stoletje so bili avtomobili pomemben del procesa odraščanja. V nasprotju, 
milenijci kupujejo avtomobile skoraj le za namen transporta iz točke A v točko B. Drage 
znamke avtomobilov te generacije ne impresionirajo, raje se odločajo ekonomično. 
Ekonomija delitve in samovozeča vozila radikalno spreminjajo vedenje potrošnikov in 
milenijci predstavljajo izziv avtomobilski industriji. Število mladih odraslih, ki nimajo 
vozniškega dovoljenja je nenavadno veliko, koriščenje storitev, kot je Uber, postaja vse 
popularneje. Tovrstne navade skrbijo avtomobilske proizvajalce, saj se zdi, da opuščajo 
navado kupovanja avtomobilov. Navkljub temu pa strokovnjaki trdijo, da je nakupovanje 
avtomobilov, tako kot ostali dejavniki odraščanja, pri milenijcih le zamaknjeno (Wharton, 
University of Pennsylvania, 2017). 
 
Milenijci in samostojnost 
 
Mladi danes počnejo vse kasneje v življenju, kot so to počele prejšnje generacije. Vsi ključni 
dogodki se dogajajo z zamikom, vključno z odselitvijo iz doma.V Ameriki je življenje s 
starši še vedno najpogostejša nastanitev mladih med 18 in 34 leti. To je prvič od začetka 
beleženja nastanitev v 1880, da je nastanitev pri starših pogostejša od nastanitve s 
partnerjem, po ugotovitvah Pew Raziskovalnega Centra. Ta sprememba se pozna tudi na 
ostrem upadu porok. V letu 2000 je skoraj 43% vseh mladih starih od 18 do 34 let živelo z 
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dekletom ali fantom/ ženo ali možem. V le 14 letih je ta številka padla na 31% (American 
press institute, 2015). 
 
V Pew Raziskovalnemu Centru argumentirajo, da je to le zato, ker je sedaj več samskih 
ljudi, saj se milenijci koncentrirajo bolj na solo in kariero, ter manj na odnose in otroke. V 
nasprotju so v novi študiji Stanfordovega Centra za Dolgoživost raziskovalci ugotovili, da se 
popoln čas za pomembne dogodke v življenju ni spremenil med različnimi generacijami. 
Uspešnost pri doseganju teh časovnih okvirjev je tisto, kar se je spremenilo.  
 
Milenijci in poti informiranja 
 
Pri informiranju milenijcev ima tehnologija pomembno vlogo, saj je prisotna od začetka 
njihovih življenj. V namen spremljanja novic raje pregledujejo socialna omrežja, kot da bi se 
usmerili na spletno stran z novicami. “American Press institute” je izvedel študijo v kateri so 
raziskovali načine, kako se ljudje informirajo o novicah glede na njihovo tematiko. 
Ugotovili so, da milenijci sledijo širokemu spektru tematik, vključujoč zahtevnejše in lažje 
novice, zabavne novice, črne kronike in še veliko več. Tehnološko napredna generacija je 
racionalna do točke, kjer avtomatično diskriminirajo novice glede na vir, kjer jih zasledijo. 
Facebooku ali Twitterju tako ni pripisan enak nivo zanesljivosti kot organizacijam, 
specializiranjem v poročanju novice. V primeru potencialno zavajujočih novic se obrnejo na 
spletni iskalnik, kjer raziščejo novico iz različnih virov in primerjajo informacije. Kot so 
raziskave pokazale, so najpogostejši vir novic pri milenijcih družbena omrežja, pa čeprav to 
ni bil njihov primarni namen. Drugi najpogostejši vir je spletni iskalnik, največkrat Google. 
Kanal do informacij ni v tolikšni meri odvisen od človeka, ki informacije išče, kot je od 
tematike, ki jo raziskuje.  
 
Metodologija in rezultati  
 
Moj vprašalnik je sestavljen iz 29 vprašanj, izpolnilo pa ga je 321 milenijcev. 230 od teh je 
izpolnjenih v celoti, 91 pa v zadostni meri, da jih upoštevam v raziskavo. V nalogi sem 
preverila naslednji domnevi:  

• Večina milenijcev zavarovanja sklepa na spletu.  
• Tisti milenijci, ki živijo na svojem, v statistično značilno večji meri urejajo lastno 

zavarovanje, kot tisti, ki še živijo pri starših. 
 
Prva domneva: Večina milenijcev zavarovanja sklepa na spletu.  
 
Milenijci so izredno tehnološko napredni in obožujejo spletno nakupovanje, vendar tu 
ponoga, o kateri govorimo, ni zanemarljiv dejavnik. Kot opisano v literaturi, zavarovalnice 
tržijo svoje storitve predvsem skozi svoja omrežja predstavnikov in agentov. (Dimovski, 
Volarič Prijatelj, 2000, p. 57-58). V skladu s teorijo, je 44 odstotkov sodelujočih, kar je 
daleč največji delež, izjavilo da sklepajo zavarovanja preko zavarovalnega agenta. Drugo 
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največja skupina ni izbrala kanala, saj ne sklepajo sami svojega zavarovanja. Posledično je 
drugi največji izbrani kanal sklepanje zavarovanj direktno na zavarovalnici z 18 odstotki. Le 
10 odstotkov anketirancev sklepa zavarovanja po spletu in 0 odstotkov skozi mobilne 
aplikacije.  
 
Ker spletno sklepanje zavarovanja predstavlja najredkeje izbrani kanal hitro postane jasno, 
da ne bom potrdila svoje hipoteze. V namen dokazovanja statistične značilnosti ne 
zavračanja ničene hipoteze sem izvedla eno-vzorčni t-test z različnimi hipotetičnimi 
sredinami. Uporabila sem hipotetično sredino 0.05, 0.15 in 0.5. Moja hipoteza pravi, da 
večina milenijcev sklepa zavarovanja preko spleta, kar pomeni več kot 50 odstotkov. Iz T-
testa je razvidno, da le hipotetična sredina 0.05 test pokaže značilnost (vrednost P je 0.004 in 
T vrednost je pozitivna), med tem ko že pri hipotetični sredini 0.15 je vrednost P skoraj 1 in 
vrednost T je negativna. Negativna t vrednost nam pove, da je hičotetična sredina višja od 
sredine vzorca. Ker je pri hipotetični sredini 0.5, P vrednost na svojem maksimumu (1) in je 
t-vrednost ekstremno negativna, zato lahko svojo drugo hipotezo zavrnem.  
 
Kot ugotovljeno iz prejšnjih vprašanj, 61 odstotkov anketirancev še vedno živi doma, 39 
odstotkov pa živi samih, s prijatelji ali partnerjem. Te podatke sem povezala z odgovori na 
“Kdaj je bilo prvič, ko ste sami sklenili zavarovanje?” in izvedla ANOVA analizo variance.  
Odgovore o sklepanju zavarovanja sem uporabila kot odvisno spremenljivko in povezala z 
neodvisno spremenljivko nastanitve anketiranca. Z vrednostmi v tabeli sem izvedla 
enosmerno analizo variance. Kot lahko vidimo iz ANOVA testa je vrednost P 0.012, kar je 
pod 0.05, torej je statistično značilno. Na podlagi tega lahko trdimo, da ima dejavnik 
milenijceve nastanitve statistično značilen vpliv na to, ali sam sklepa svoja zavarovanja. 
Značilno višji delež tistih, ki že živijo na svojem, sklepa lastna zavarovanja, torej lahko 
ovržemo ničelno hipotezo in potrdimo drugo hipotezo.  
 
ZAKLJUČEK 
 
Milenijci se razlikujejo od svojih predhodnih generacij v mnogo lastnostih, najbolj pa v 
svojem odnosu do tehnologije in samostojnosti. Kot potrjeno tudi s strani te raziskave, so 
močno naklonjeni tehnologiji in uporabi spleta ter pametnega telefona v najrazličnejše 
namene. Vendar pa je zavarovalništvo tako specifična panoga, da spletni nakupi v njej še 
niso tako pogosti, vsaj v Sloveniji ne. Samostojnosti se upirajo kolikor gre in jo prestavljajo 
na poznejša leta mladosti, skupaj z vsem, kar zahteva odgovornost. Vendar to ne pomeni, da 
je ne želijo. Izsledki raziskave milenijcev v Sloveniji so še vedno precej različni od 
izsledkov tujih raziskav, vendar je težko določiti, ali je krivec za to majhnost države, ali pa 
kaj drugega. V samem bistvu pa slovenski milenijci nedvomno ustrezajo splošnemu vzorcu 
tehnološko napredne generacije z željo po uravnoteženem, polnem življenju. Magistrsko 
delo je ponudilo zanimiv pogled na segment življenja milenijcev in zastavljene cilje smo 
dosegli.
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Appendix B: Questionnaire of millennials and automobile insurance 
 

Q1 Živiš na svojem? 

   Odgovori    Frekvenca    Odstotek Veljavni    Kumulativa 

   Ne, zaenkrat sem še pri starših. 196 61% 61% 61% 

   Da, sam/a ali s cimri. 56 17% 17% 78% 

   Da, z boljšo polovico (in 
naraščajem. 71 22% 22% 100% 

       Skupaj 323 100% 100%  
 

Q2 Uporabljaš aplikacijo Tinder? 

 Odgovori    Frekvenca    Odstotek Veljavni    Kumulativa 

 Da. 38 12% 12% 12% 

 Ne, saj sem v zvezi. 124 38% 38% 50% 

 Ne, saj sem poročen/a. 10 3% 3% 53% 

 4 (Ne, moj šarm pride bolj do izraza v 
živo. 101 31% 31% 85% 

 Tinder? Kaj je to? 50 15% 15% 100%          

       Skupaj 323 100% 100%  
 

Q3 Rad/a voziš?  

 Podvprašanja Enote    Navedbe 

       Frekvence    Veljavni    Ustrezni       Frekvence % 

Q3a 
  Ne preveč, a to je pač 

najbolj praktičen  
način prevažanja. 

60 19% 19% 60 16% 

Q3b  Če klepetamo je  
super, ker hitro mine. 122 38% 38% 122 33% 

Q3c     Odvisno od vremena 
in glasbe na radiu. 187 58% 58% 187 51% 

 Skupaj    369 100% 
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Q4 Voziš lasten avto? 

 Odgovori    Frekvenca Odstotek Veljavni     Kumulativa 

 Ne. 61 19% 19% 19% 

     Da, vendar si ga delimo (družinski 
avto). 106 33% 33% 52% 

 Da. 156 48% 48% 100% 

     Skupaj 323 100% 100%  
 

Q5 Koliko kilometrov na dan prevoziš? 

 Odgovori Frekvenca Odstotek Veljavni Kumulat
iva 

 Manj kot 10km 98 30% 30% 30% 

 11 - 20km 63 20% 20% 50% 

 21 - 30km 56 17% 17% 67% 

 31 - 50km 54 17% 17% 84% 

 Več kot 50km 36 11% 11% 95% 

 Ne vem 16 5% 5% 100% 

      Skupaj 323 100% 100%  
 

Q6      Ali si med svojimi prijatelji običajno ti tisti rešitelj, ki se odpove alkoholu in vozi 
na zabavo? 

 Odgovori     Frekvenca    Odstotek Veljavni Kumulat
iva 

 Da, saj v nobenem primeru ne pijem 
alkohola. 50 15% 15% 15% 

 Da, saj se mi je najlažje upreti skušnjavi. 78 24% 24% 40% 

       Ne, na zabave nikoli ne gremo z 
osebnim avtomobilom. 157 49% 49% 88% 

     Ne, to pa v naši družbi zagotovo ne bi 
bil/a jaz! 38 12% 12% 100% 

 Skupaj 323 100% 100%  
 

Q7 Ko rečeš "moja družina" misliš na... 

 Odgovori    Frekvenca    Odstotek Veljavni Kumulat
iva 

 Moje starše in brate, sestre. 270 84% 84% 84% 

 Boljšo polovico in najinega hišnega 
ljubljenčka 22 7% 7% 90% 

 Boljšo polovico in najin naraščaj. 31 10% 10% 100% 

 Skupaj 323 100% 100%  
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Q8 Kam po vožnji “pospraviš” svoj avto? 

 Odgovori    Frekvenca    Odstotek     Veljavni Kumulativa 

 Na javno parkirišče. 39 12% 14% 14% 

 Na zasebno parkirišče (dvorišče). 147 46% 53% 67% 

 V garažo. 76 24% 27% 95% 

 Drugo. 15 5% 5% 100% 

      Skupaj 277 86% 100%  
 

Q9 Koliko kilometrov na leto prevoziš? 

 Odgovori      Frekvenca     Odstotek    Veljavni      Kumulativa 

 Do 3000km 58 18% 21% 21% 

 3001 - 6000km 49 15% 18% 39% 

 6001 - 8000km 29 9% 10% 49% 

 8001 - 12000km 46 14% 17% 66% 

 Več kot 12000km 67 21% 24% 90% 

 Ne vem 28 9% 10% 100% 

      Skupaj 277 86% 100%  
 

Q10 Nisi prepričan/a v svojo oceno? 

 Odgovori     Frekvenca     Odstotek Veljavni     Kumulativa 

    Z veseljem, prosim opomnite me na 
moj email naslov. 23 7% 13% 13% 

 
V svojo oceno sem prepričan/a, a            

vseeno želim sodelovati v nagradni 
igri.  

161 50% 88% 100% 

      Skupaj 184 57% 100%  
 

Q11 Kako pogosto uporabljaš svoj avto? 

 Odgovori     Frekvenca    Odstotek   Veljavni     Kumulativa 

 Vsakodnevno. 149 46% 54% 54% 

 Nekajkrat na teden. 69 21% 25% 79% 

 Med vikendi. 14 4% 5% 84% 

 Nekajkrat na mesec. 12 4% 4% 88% 

 Enkrat mesečno ali manj. 2 1% 1% 89% 

 Nimam svojega avta. 31 10% 11% 100% 

      Skupaj 277 86% 100%  
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Q12 Ali s svojim avtom potuješ v tujino? 

 Odgovori     Frekvenca    Odstotek   Veljavni     Kumulativa 

 Da, kar pogosto. 81 25% 29% 29% 

 Da, vendar zelo redko. 142 44% 51% 81% 

 Ne. 54 17% 19% 100% 

     Skupaj 277 86% 100%  
 
 

  SPOL Katerega spola si? 

 Odgovori      Frekvenca     Odstotek    Veljavni     Kumulativa 

 Moški 76 24% 33% 33% 

 Ženski 152 47% 67% 100% 

      Skupaj 228 71% 100%  
 

Q13     Oprosti, tudi če si ženska, moramo vprašati – v katero starostno skupino spadaš? 

 Odgovori     Frekvenca    Odstotek   Veljavni     Kumulativa 

 18 - 21 let 26 8% 11% 11% 

 22 – 25 let 127 39% 56% 67% 

 26 – 29 let  46 14% 20% 87% 

 30 – 33 let  14 4% 6% 93% 

 34 - 37 let 7 2% 3% 96% 

 38 - 41 let 4 1% 2% 98% 

 42 - 55 let 4 1% 2% 100% 

 56- 65 let 0 0% 0% 100% 

 Več kot 65 let 0 0% 0% 100% 

    Skupaj 228 71% 100%  
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Q14 Katero stopnjo izobrazbe imaš končano? 

 Odgovori Frekvenca Odstotek Veljavni Kumulativa 

 2 nepopolna osnovna izobrazba    0 0% 0% 0% 

 3 osnovna izobrazba   0 0% 0% 0% 

 4 nižja ali srednja poklicna izobrazba   5 2% 2% 2% 

 5 srednja strokovna izobrazba   27 8% 12% 14% 

 6 srednja splošna izobrazba   66 20% 29% 43% 

 7 višja strokovna izobrazba, 
višješolska izobrazba   23 7% 10% 53% 

 8 visoka strokovna izobrazba 21 7% 9% 62% 

 9 visoka univerzitetna izobrazba   67 21% 29% 92% 

 specialistična povisokošolska 
izobrazba, magisterij, doktorat 19 6% 8% 100% 

       Skupaj 228 71% 100%  
 

Q15 Kakšen je tvoj trenutni status? 

 Odgovori    Frekvenca    Odstotek Veljavni     Kumulativa 

 Zaposlen/a 95 29% 42% 42% 

 Nezaposlen/a 8 2% 4% 45% 

 Študent/ka 125 39% 55% 100% 

 Upokojen-ec/ka 0 0% 0% 100% 

     Skupaj 228 71% 100%  
 

Q16 Koliko prebivalcev ima kraj, ker živiš? 

 Odgovori    Frekvenca Odstotek Veljavni Kumulativa 

 Manjše naselje, do 3000. 72 22% 32% 32% 

 Manjše mesto, 3001 - 15000. 29 9% 13% 44% 

 Večje mesto, več kot 15000. 127 39% 56% 100% 

     Skupaj 228 71% 100%  
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Q17 Tvoj mesečni budget je 

 Odgovori Frekvenca Odstotek Veljavni Kumulativa 

 Do 500 evrov. 87 27% 38% 38% 

 500 do 1000 evrov. 70 22% 31% 69% 

 1001 do 1500 evrov. 48 15% 21% 90% 

 1501 do 2000 evrov. 15 5% 7% 96% 

  2001 do 2500 evrov. 8 2% 4% 100% 

     Skupaj 228 71% 100%  
 

Q18 Kako sklepaš zavarovanja? 

 Podvprašanja Enote Navedbe 

  Frekvenc
e Veljavni % - 

Veljavni Ustrezni % - 
Ustrezni 

Frekvenc
e % 

Q18a 
Preko spleta  

(homo sapiens 
sapiens 2.0) 

24 228 11% 323 7% 24 10% 

Q18b 

Preko mobilne 
aplikacije  

(homo sapiens 
sapiens 3.0). 

1 228 0% 323 0% 1 0% 

Q18c 
     Preko 

zavarovalniškega 
agenta. 

110 228 48% 323 34% 110 44% 

Q18d Direktno na 
zavarovalnici. 44 228 19% 323 14% 44 18% 

Q18e 
Zavarovanja še 

nikoli nisem 
 sklenil/a sam/a. 

72 228 32% 323 22% 72 29% 

 SKUPAJ  228  323  251 100% 
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Q19     Kaj bi te prepričalo, da bi zavarovanja pogosteje sklepal/a prek spleta ali 
mobilnih aplikacij? 

 Odgovori    Frekvenca Odstotek Veljavni     Kumulativa 

 težko ker ti  splet na svetuje 1 0% 0% 0% 

 enostavnost, razumljivost 1 0% 0% 1% 

 dobre izkusnje in priporocila 
znancev 1 0% 0% 1% 

 enostavnost aplikacije/spletnih 
strani 1 0% 0% 2% 

 

iskreno povedano ne vem. verjetno 
hitrost sklenitve zavarovanja, sem 
pa malo skeptična glede varnosti 
sklepanja zavarovanja oz. pogodb 

na splošno preko interneta. 

1 0% 0% 2% 

 cena, hitrost 1 0% 0% 3% 

 privlačna mobilna aplikacija 1 0% 0% 3% 

 aplikacija, ki je enostavna za 
uporabo in ugodna cena 1 0% 0% 4% 

 

popusti pri sklepanju zavarovanj 
preko spleta/aplikacije ter 

pregledno in enostavno sklepanje 
zavarovanj. 

1 0% 0% 4% 

 popust 4 1% 2% 6% 

 enostavnost 8 2% 4% 9% 

 osebni stik 1 0% 0% 10% 

 boljša reklama 1 0% 0% 10% 

 dobra reklama 1 0% 0% 11% 

 15% nizje cene 1 0% 0% 11% 

 dobro predstavljena ponudba. 1 0% 0% 11% 

 nižja cena, enostavnost (jasna izbira 
kategorij) 1 0% 0% 12% 

 ja 1 0% 0% 12% 

 bolj pregledne in enostavne 
informacije - paketno zavarovanje 1 0% 0% 13% 

 nevem 3 1% 1% 14% 

 dobra obrazložitev zavarovanja 1 0% 0% 15% 

 zlomljena noga al pa kak hud 
muskelfiber 1 0% 0% 15% 

 ugodnosti 2 1% 1% 16% 

 hitrejsi dostop in nacin sklepanja 1 0% 0% 16% 

 popusti 4 1% 2% 18% 
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 zgolj mnogo nižja cena (min.30%) 1 0% 0% 19% 

 dobri popusti 1 0% 0% 19% 

 tako kot je, je ok 1 0% 0% 19% 

 res ne vem 1 0% 0% 20% 

 velik popust 1 0% 0% 20% 

       Skupaj 227 70% 100%  
 
   Q20 Ali kadiš? 

 Odgovori Frekvenca Odstotek Veljavni Kumulativa 

 Kot Turek. 6 2% 3% 3% 

 Da, par cigaret dnevno. 35 11% 15% 18% 

 Občasno. 29 9% 13% 31% 

 Jaz pa že ne! 151 47% 66% 97% 

 Ne želim odgovoriti. 7 2% 3% 100% 

       Skupaj 228 71% 100%  
 

Q21 Si bil/a že kdaj udeležen/a v prometni nesreči? 

 Odgovori    Frekvenca     Odstotek Veljavni     Kumulativa 

 Na srečo še ne. 103 32% 45% 45% 

 Sem, a ni bila huda. 74 23% 32% 78% 

 Da, že v več kot eni. 23 7% 10% 88% 

 Da, a nisem vozil/a. 28 9% 12% 100% 

       Skupaj 228 71% 100%  
 

Q22 Kdaj si prvič samostojno sklenil/a zavarovanje za vozilo? 

 Odgovori Frekvenca Odstotek Veljavni Kumulativa 

          Prvič, ko sem sklenil/a zavarovanje!   58 18% 25% 25% 

 Pri 20 letih. 30 9% 13% 39% 

 Pri 21-23 letih. 20 6% 9% 47% 

 Pri 24-26 letih. 10 3% 4% 52% 

 Po 26 letu. 7 2% 3% 55% 

     Prav čisto, čisto sam/a? Hm, morda 
prihodnje leto!    103 32% 45% 100% 

        Skupaj 228 71% 100%  
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Q23 Kdaj si podaljšati avtomobilsko zavarovanje vem, ker: 

 Podvprašanja Odgovori 

  
    Sploh 

se ne         
strinjam 

      Ne 
strinjam 

se 
Niti niti 

    
Strinjam 

se 

      
Popolnoma 
se strinjam 

Skupaj 

Q23a Nastavim opomnik v 
telefonu. 

107 
(47%) 

41 
(18%) 

40 
(18%) 

26 
(11%) 14 (6%) 228 

(100%) 

Q23b             Me agent vedno 
opozori nekaj dni prej. 

65 
(29%) 

34 
(15%) 

40 
(18%) 

53 
(23%) 36 (16%) 228 

(100%) 

Q23c Mami in oči me 
opomnita. 

99 
(43%) 

23 
(10%) 

34 
(15%) 

55 
(24%) 17 (7%) 228 

(100%) 

Q23d    Zaenkrat to zame 
urejata še starša. 

104 
(46%) 

26 
(11%) 

25 
(11%) 19 (8%) 54 (24%) 228 

(100%) 

Q23e        Za te stvari poskrbi   
moja boljša polovica. 

140 
(61%) 

38 
(17%) 18 (8%) 20 (9%) 12 (5%) 228 

(100%) 
 

Q24        Avto uporabljam za: 

   Podvprašanja Odgovori 

        
    Sploh 

se ne                       
strinjam 

       Ne 
strinjam 

se 

    Niti 
niti 

    
Strinjam 

se 

      
Popolno

ma se 
strinjam 

Skupaj 

Q24a 

Vsakodnevni prevoz 
na 

faks/ v 
službo/vrtec/šolo. 

31 
(14%) 17 (7%) 22 (10%) 66 (29%) 92 (40%) 228 

(100%) 

Q24b Prevoz po opravkih. 15 (7%) 3 (1%) 7 (3%) 92 (40%) 111 
(49%) 

228 
(100%) 

Q24c 
Prevoz domov/na 

vikend ob 
koncu tedna. 

36 
(16%) 19 (8%) 26 (11%) 56 (25%) 91 (40%) 228 

(100%) 

Q24d Prevoz na dopust 
(morje, smučanje). 14 (6%) 7 (3%) 13 (6%) 87 (38%) 107 

(47%) 
228 

(100%) 

Q24e Daljša potovanja. 23 
(10%) 32 (14%) 51 (22%) 68 (30%) 54 (24%) 228 

(100%) 
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  Q25 Moji najpogostejši sopotniki so: 

 Podvprašanja Odgovori 

  Sploh se ne 
strinjam 

Ne strinjam 
se Niti niti Strinjam se Popolnoma 

se strinjam Skupaj 

Q25a Partner/ka 42 (18%) 16 (7%) 42 (18%) 57 (25%) 71 (31%) 228 
(100%) 

Q25b Prijatelji 8 (4%) 5 (2%) 39 (17%) 121 (53%) 55 (24%) 228 
(100%) 

Q25c Otroci 142 (62%) 46 (20%) 20 (9%) 7 (3%) 13 (6%) 228 
(100%) 

Q25d 
Večinoma 

vozim 
sam/a 

9 (4%) 9 (4%) 52 (23%) 95 (42%) 63 (28%) 228 
(100%) 

 
Q26 Ko se je treba odločati glede avtomobilskega zavarovanja… 

 Podvprašanja Odgovori 

  
    Sploh 

se ne         
strinjam 

      Ne 
strinjam 

se 

    Niti 
niti 

    
Strinjam 

se 

      
Popolno

ma se 
strinjam 

Skupaj 

Q26a 
Se s stricem Googlom 

odpraviva na 
raziskovalni pohod. 

81 
(36%) 

38 
(17%) 

47 
(21%) 

41 
(18%) 21 (9%) 228 

(100%) 

Q26b 

Prosim starše za 
pomoč pri teh 
“odločitvah za 

odrasle”. 

70 
(31%) 

27 
(12%) 

29 
(13%) 

64 
(28%) 

38 
(17%) 

228 
(100%) 

Q26c 
Pokličem najboljše 

prijatelje in prosim za 
mnenje. 

75 
(33%) 

42 
(18%) 

52 
(23%) 

49 
(21%) 10 (4%) 228 

(100%) 

Q26d 

Si napišem status na 
Facebook in zberem 
najbolje utemeljen 

odgovor. 

174 
(76%) 

30 
(13%) 17 (7%) 5 (2%) 2 (1%) 228 

(100%) 

Q26e 
Prosim partnerja za 

pomoč, on/ona je bolj 
za te stvari. 

103 
(45%) 21 (9%) 41 

(18%) 
42 

(18%) 21 (9%) 228 
(100%) 

Q26f 

Grem na 
zavarovalnico, kjer 

imam ostala 
zavarovanja in se 

dogovorim še za avto. 

58 
(25%) 

31 
(14%) 

43 
(19%) 

74 
(32%) 

22 
(10%) 

228 
(100%) 
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Q27 Pri prostem času se vsi strinjamo z eno trditvijo; premalo ga imamo! Kako pa 
se strinjaš z naslednjimi? 

 Podvprašanja Odgovori 

  
    Sploh 

se ne         
strinjam 

      Ne 
strinjam 

se 
Niti niti 

    
Strinjam 

se 

      
Popolno

ma se     
strinjam 

Skupaj 

Q27a Prosti čas preživljam v 
naravi. 2 (1%) 26 (11%) 44 (19%) 124 

(54%) 
32 

(14%) 
228 

(100%) 

Q27b 
V prostem času berem 
ali se na druge načine 

izobražujem. 
11 (5%) 33 (14%) 64 (28%) 95 (42%) 25 

(11%) 
228 

(100%) 

Q27c 

V prostem času 
gledam televizijo, ali 

pa filme/serije na 
računalniku (Netflix 

and chill). 

15 (7%) 27 (12%) 40 (18%) 116 
(51%) 

30 
(13%) 

228 
(100%) 

Q27d 

V prostem času sem na 
različnih aplikacijah na 

svojem pametnem 
telefonu ali tablici. 

14 (6%) 25 (11%) 42 (18%) 111 
(49%) 

36 
(16%) 

228 
(100%) 

Q27e V prostem času se 
ukvarjam s športom. 5 (2%) 20 (9%) 61 (27%) 91 (40%) 51 

(22%) 
228 

(100%) 

Q27f Prosti čas preživljam s 
prijatelji. 0 (0%) 2 (1%) 21 (9%) 137 

(60%) 
68 

(30%) 
228 

(100%) 

Q27g 
Prosti čas preživljam 

z družino/s          
partner-jem/ico. 

4 (2%) 9 (4%) 22 (10%) 124 
(54%) 

69 
(30%) 

228 
(100%) 

Q27h Nimam prostega časa. 51 (22%) 83 (36%) 48 (21%) 27 (12%) 19 (8%) 228 
(100%) 
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Q28 Še nekaj kratkih vprašanjc, pa smo "frej"! 

 Podvprašanja Odgovori 

  
    Sploh 

se ne         
strinjam 

      Ne 
strinjam 

se 
Niti niti 

    
Strinjam 

se 

      
Popolnom

a se 
strinjam 

Skupaj 

Q28a Moški so boljši vozniki 
kot ženske. 71 (31%) 42 (18%) 50 (22%) 44 (19%) 21 (9%) 228 

(100%) 

Q28b 
Kazni ne dobivam 

pogosto, saj vozim po 
pravilih. 

9 (4%) 12 (5%) 36 (16%) 78 (34%) 93 (41%) 228 
(100%) 

Q28c 
Hitrostne omejitve 
spoštujem in se jih 

držim. 
7 (3%) 21 (9%) 59 (26%) 94 (41%) 47 (21%) 228 

(100%) 

Q28d V splošnem sem 
zdrav/a. 0 (0%) 1 (0%) 13 (6%) 121 

(53%) 93 (41%) 228 
(100%) 

Q28e 
Pogosto pijem alkohol 
(izven okvira vožnje, 

seveda). 
53 (23%) 68 (30%) 56 (25%) 40 (18%) 11 (5%) 228 

(100%) 

Q28f Večinoma vozim po 
mestu. 6 (3%) 24 (11%) 80 (35%) 87 (38%) 31 (14%) 228 

(100%) 

Q28g Večinoma vozim po 
podeželju. 20 (9%) 64 (28%) 85 (37%) 50 (22%) 9 (4%) 228 

(100%) 
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Appendix C: Results of hypothesis testing analysis 
 

HYPOTHESIS 1: Most of the millennials conduct the insurance through the internet or 
mobile apps. 

 
Table 1: T-test of online insurance purchasing 

 
Summary Alpha: 0.05     

Count Mean Std dev Std error 
251 0,099601594 0,30007 0,01894 

    
T-test (one-tailed)        

Hyp mean P-value t-crit  sig 
0,05 0,00468 2,618877183 yes 
0,15 0,9958517 -2,660947499 no 
0,5 1 -21,14033389 no 

 
 

- HYPOTHESIS 2: Of all millennials, those who live on their own, are taking care of their 
insurance in a significantly higher share. 
 
 

Table 2: Breakdown of accommodation among respondents by the proportion of 
respondents by age when they first bought insurance on their own 

 
Do you live on your own? Still at home with 

my parents 
Alone or with 

flatmates 
With my 
partner 

The first time I bought car insurance 
on my own was... 

55% 17% 28% 

At the age of 20 43% 23% 33% 
At the age of 21-23 55% 20% 25% 
At the age of 24-26 40% 30% 30% 
At the age of 27+ 29% 0% 71% 

On my own? Maybe next year. 67% 20% 13% 
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Table 3: Analysis of variance (One-Way) 
 

       

Summary             
Groups Sample 

size 
Sum Mean Variance   

Still at home with my 
parents 

6 2,89 0,48167 0,01818   

Alone or with flatmates 6 1,1 0,18333 0,01003   
With my partner 6 2 0,33333 0,03883   

       
ANOVA       

Source of Variation SS df MS F p-level F crit 
Between Groups 0,26701 2 0,13351 5,97519 1,23438% 3,68232 
Within Groups 0,33515 15 0,02234    

       
Total 0,60216 17        
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Appendix	D:	Types	of	automobile	insurances	
 
Insurance for driver’s injuries  
 
By this insurance, the driver of the vehicle is insured, under the assumption that the vehicle 
itself is insured. The insurance company covers the entire medical cost of the driver, or at 
least up to the predetermined threshold amount. Due to the fact that this insurance is not 
legally obligatory, every insurance company can set a specific threshold amount up to which 
the medical expenses are covered. Currently, most of the insurance companies in Slovenia 
have this amount set to 51.000 EUR, with the possibility of expanding in case of extra 
payment.  
 
Casco insurance 
 
Casco insurance covers most of the damages that can occur to a vehicle, whether while 
driving, in hibernation or on a parking lot. In contrast of the obligatory third party liability 
insurance, casco covers all the damages with no respect to whose fault is the damage. 
However, the insurance is not valid if the driver does not obtain a valid driver’s license, if 
the driver is under influence of drugs, alcohol, or other psychoactive substances.  There are 
many variations of casco insurance. The most common differentiation is on part and full 
casco.  Full casco insurance includes all the possible services of vehicle insurance, but it is 
not exactly the same between different insurance companies.  
 
Part casco insurance only partly insures the vehicle for some specific dangers. In this way, 
the owner can only protect his vehicle from the dangers he believes that are more probable 
to occur to him. This insurance can be bought in various combinations, adapting almost 
completely to the driver’s needs, but the offers are still different from one insurance 
company to another. After an occurrence of damage, when enforcing the casco insurance, 
the driver always pays the franchise deductible. A franchise deductible is the amount the 
insured person has to pay before the insurer covers the rest of the damages. 
 
Automobile assistance insurance 
 
Automobile assistance is help on the road in case of issues with the vehicle. The driver of 
the vehicle receives help 24/7 in Slovenia or anywhere else in European Union. Different 
kinds and extents of automobile assistance insurance depend on the insurance company and 
automobile assistance service providers, but in most cases include towing service, free 
gasoline delivery, small fixes of the car, temporary vehicle replacement, help with 
key/unlocking issues and the driver’s ride home.  
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Accident insurance 
 
Accident insurance of the driver and passengers is one of the forms of personal insurance 
and its purpose is to help the insured person and his/her family. In case of accident occurring 
while driving, the insurance company covers pays out the insured amount to people with 
accident insurance. It is a response to the dangers, accompanying us in everything connected 
to traffic. 
 
Legal assistance  
 
Legal protection insurance for vehicle use enables you to let the representation of your 
interests to professionals. It covers the costs of representation in criminal proceedings and in 
proceeding in front of the misdemeanour judge.  By insuring the legal protection, next to the 
owner of the vehicle, also the driver an all the passengers are protected (Triglav Insurance 
2010b). 
 
	


